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...3easoníng r^Iith loose concepts will often

demand judgment and vigilance.

Black

The questi-on of power remains a total enigma.

I¡Iho exercises power? And in what sphere?

Foucault



t''Ihat is power? lrlhat is the nature of the concept of
power? Political theorists have attempted to answer

these questions for many years. Plato sought an

answer to a similar question in The Republic, that being:

"What is Justj-ce?" (to díkaion). More recently, social

and political theorists have, in the discourse of

modernity and post-moderníty, assayed the concept of power

with much vigor. In a mode not whoIly dissimilar to P1ato,

modern academics have investigated the essence, the Ïdea,

of power, in an attempt to elucidate that which it is in
itself. Some contending schools of thought have chosen

a more analytic route, while others have evaluated the

notion of power from within a continental horizon. Tn

practically a1l lrlestern political theory, however, the

grandiloquence of power has been acknowledged and

appreciated; it is often seen as the sine qua non of
politics itself.

hTe will undertake to investigate the nature of the

concept of power. To provide a contextual background for
our examination of the concept, we will explicate some of

its more important historical- characterizations, lrlith this
theoretíca1 setting in place, w€ will move to the question

of I'essential contestability," a topical and important

consideration for all of the concepts of social and

political theory-- povrer. included. Our investigation will



scrutinize the schematic conceptíons of power found in
recent political works, so as to hopefully enable us to
advance a cogent schema of our own; what becomes guite

clear, it appears, is that the nature of power is in many

s¡ays paraIlel to Ricoeur's notion of distanciation. power,

we will see, is essentially exercised in a sphere which

is ironically separated from ourselves by a yawning

interstice: it proves to be merely contingently rerated to
our intentions, interests, preferences, deliberations, and

that which we can foresee,



CHAPTffi. ONE: Historieal- Characterizations qE Power

Historical characterizatj-ons of power have their roots

in the 16th century writings of Thomas Hobbes. In his

works De Corpore and Leviathan, Hobbes delineates two

types of power: one which relates to physical objects, and

one which is peculiar to the political realm (1). Asíde

from the fact that Hobbes is one of the most influential
political theorists of all time, a good reason to
investigate Hobbesr conception of power is that the

essential guestion which he attempts to answer is
remarkably like our owrì: Hobbes is concerned with what

power is, as opposed to what the organizational rul_e(s) of
power happen to be (Z).

However, asíde from the fact that Hobbes' analysis of
power is analogous to our own, there are other good

reasons to undertake an explication of Hobbesian theory,
which Connolly describes in Political Theorv and

Modernitv:

[rTorld historical figures need not be confined to
the context of their thought because, first,
thought is itself a creative response to
particular conditions irreducibl-e to its
preconditions of existence, second, highly creative
thinkers transcend and transfigure understandings
of their own ti¡ne, and, third, those in other times
and places who use these texts as a prod to their
own thought often come to them with questions,
interests, and anxieties divergent from those which
governed the composition of the texts. Thinking is
often advanced by lifting theories out of contexts
in which they e¡ere created.

(3)



Although Connolly's acumen shines through in all of the

above remarks, it is his third point which is most

pertinent. the mere fact that Hobbes deals with the

concept of power, aside from contextual- and historical
concerns, justifies an examination of his work. It is
possible, even probable, that an analysis of Hobbesian

political theory will advance our o$rn.

In De Corpore, Hobbes devotes the ninth and tenth

chapters to examinations of (respectively): callse and

effect, and power and action. Hobbes argues that power and

act, with respect to the realm of physical obiects,

correspond to the notions of cause and effect. He states

that there is such a thing as "plenary powerr' (&), which

encompasses both ttactivett and ttpassivert power:

the power of the agent 5-s that whi-ch is also
called active power...the power of the patient
(is) commonly cal]ed passive power.

(s)

Plenarl¡ po$rer, it is cLaimed, consists in the coalescence

of active and passive powers, and is thus synonlzmous with
the notion of an entire cause (6): both plenary power and

the entire cause "consist in the sum or aggregate of a1f

the accidents'f (7 ) . Hobbes maintains that, in a (physieal )

povrer relationship, both the active and passive objects

require a certain sort of specific, ancillary power, for
plenary (full) power to come forth.
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The power of the active and passive objects, he states,

is parallel to the "aggregate of all the accidents" ( B )

required for the production of an act. That is, Hobbes

believes that there are necessary preconditions for both

agent and patient in a relationship of phys5_cal poÞrer.

Hobbes argues that there must be a direct relationship
between active and passive objects, if plenary power is to
exist. frActj-ve and passive" powers, he writes,:

are parts only of plenary and entire power; nor,
except they be joined, can any act proceed from
them; and therefore these poerers, âs f said in
the first article, are but conditional, namely,
the agent has power, if it be applied to a
patient; and the patíent has power, if it be
applied to an agent; otherwise neither of them
have power, nor can the accidents, which are in
them severally, be properly called powers; nor
any action be said to be possible for the power
of the agent alone or of the patient alone.

(e)

Plenary pov¡er, clear1y, becomes viable only when active
and passive powers are joj-ned. lrlithout plenary power,

Hobbes states,:

there will always be wanting some of those
things, without which the act cannot be produced;
wherefore that act shall never be produced; that
is, that act is IMPOSSIBLE: and every act, which
is not impossibLe, is POSSIBLE. Every act,
therefore, which is possible, shall at some tjme
be produced; for if it shall never be produced,
then those things shalI never concur which are
requisite for the production of it; wherefore
that act is Srnpossible, by the definition; which
\4ras contrary to what was supposed.

(10)

In the physical wor1d, obJects which lack the requisite
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antecedent "accidentst' (11) are precluded from attaining

plenary power; from them, rto acts can come forth. However,

when active and passive powers are joined, it is argued,

there will at some time be the production of an act. If no

act is ever produced, Hobbes states, then the act was not

possibJ-e in the f irst place.

Hobbes' notion of physical power j-s very interesting,

especially with respect to his ideas of possible and

impossible acts. Plenary power, or, perhaps, what we might

call potential power, does not exist if no action ever

takes place. Hobbesr notion (that potential power without

action is vacuous) is of great importance to us, since

modern discussions of political power often refer to the

existence of pourer regardless of whether it is ever

actualized. Although Hobbes discusses physical, not

polj-ticaI, power in these passages of De Corpore, the

question of whether power exists if it is never

actualized, will prove to be of no small importance to our

investigation.

The powers of individuals, according to Hobbes, are

similar to the powers of the physical real-m. In Leviathan,

Chaps. X & XI, Hobbes expl-icates hís concept of political

power:

The POITTER of a Man, (to take it Universally), is
his present means, to obtain some future apparent



Good. And is either Originall, or Instrtrmentall.
(LZ)

Hobbes' conception is one with some intuitive cogency,

that an individualts power is a "present means" (perhaps,

capacitv) to get that which appears to be benefícial.

Hobbes' notion of Goodness, it must be said, is a

rel-ative one. In his discussion of Good and Evil, Hobbes

writes:

these words of Good, Evil1, and Contemptible,
are ever used with relation to the person that
useth them: There being nothing simply and
absolutely so; nor any common rul-e of Good and
EviÌl, to be taken from the nature of the
objects themsel-ves

(13)

Further, Hobbes defines Goodness (i.e. the Goodness of a

thing) as "the object of any mants appetite or desire"
(l-4). ft becomes clear that (via transitive property)

Hobbes conceives of power as an individual's means to
satisfy his appetite or desire. Power, to Hobbes, seems to
be a very selfish conception; a personrs pov¡er, it is
argued, lies in their ability to get what they want- to
fill their appetite.

It is 5mportant to note that, in Leviathan,

distinguishes between Original and fnstnrmental

Original (Natural) power, he writes:
is the eminence of the Faculties of Body,
Mind: as extraordinary Strength, Forme,
Prudence, Arts, Liberality, Nobility.

Hobbes

Power.

or

(1s)
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These characteristics, clearly, are perceived as inherent

in people; Natural power is a conglomeration of eminent

character traits, originating in the mind and body of the
j-ndividual. Instrrrmental- power, orr the other hand,:

are those Powers, which acquired by (Natural
powers), or by fortune, are means and
Instruments to acquire more: as Riches,
Reputation, Friends, ... and Good Luck.

(16)

Hobbes maintains that these Instrumental powers aïe

contj-ngent upon Natural powers, for the most part:
instrumental powe:rs are derived from either Natural
powers, or fortune. Thus, Hobbes appears to conceive of
two types of political- power, Natural and Instrumental.

Natural powers are those which emerge from the mind and

body of the individual. And, fnstrumental powers are those

powers which, stemming from Natural powers or fortune,
enable a person to acquire more.

Hobbes' reference to the "acquisition of power," ín his
definition of rnstrumental power, is linked to his notion
that political- power is essentially expansionisti-c. He is
quite lucid on this matter:

For the nature of Power, in this point, l_ike to
Fame, increasing as it proceeds; or like the
motion of heawy bodies, which the further they
Bo, make still the more hast.

(16)

The nature of political power, it appears, is like that of
physical power. Political power tends to increase itsel-f:
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it expands, "increasing as it proceeds,tt if it has the

ability and opportunity to do so. Hobbes argues that
political- power is thus akin to physical poller; the

expansionistic tendencies of politj-caI power are analogous

to the behaviour of, for instance, large rocks. It is as

natural for power to increase itself, as it is for a heawy

rock to pick up speed as it gravitates towards the earth.

Leviathan contaj-ns one other passage which is germane

to Hobbes' conceptualization of political power. In

Chapter XI ( "On the Difference of Manners" ) , Hobbes makes

an additional comment on the unending expansionism of
power. He states:

f put for a generall inclination of all mankind,
a perpetualle and restl-esse desire of Power
after power, that ceaseth onely in Death. And
the cause of this, is not alwayes that a man
hopes for a more intensive delieht, than he has
already attained to; or that he cannot be
content with a moderate power: but because he
cannot assure the power and means to live weJ-l,
which he hath present, without the acquisition
of more.

(L7 )

lrie see here, that Hobbesr conception of polítical power

definitely has an element of continuous expansion; the

desire for power after poerer is both perpetual and

restless. The reason for this, it is clear, is not that
people cannot be content with moderate amounts of power.

Rather, Hobbes proposes that the nature of politicaL por.rer

is such, that to ensure an adequate amount of power, more



po}Ier must be sought.

One also notices that Hobbes refers to "the means to

live wellr' in the above remarks on political- power.

Hampton seems to make good sense out of both this idea of
living weII, and the passage as a whole. She calls Hobbes'

a "reasonable position't (18); that is, until our death, we

will have certain needs and desíres (e.e. the acquisition
of food for tomorrow) which are never consummated in our

lifetime (19). Further (as Kavka argues), although Hobbes

does not say why greater power must be obtained, it is yet
evident that expanded power is sought not necessarily as a
means to some sort of better future, but I'simply to assure

maintaining one's satisfactory present standard,' (ZO).

In Power: A New Social Analwsis, Bertrand Russell, the
quintessential philosopher and public figure, puts forth
an interesting and influential conception of pou/er.

trfritten in 1938, Russell's work has become the foundation

for some modern poriticar theorists Inotably, Dennis lrJrong

(2rrl, and contains the first schematic conceptual-ization

of power. Russellts analysis of power is very thorough,

and, although much of his work is devoted to decidedly
normative considerations and derivative forms of power

(e.g. Chaps. IV-XVfII), there is a basic, elemental

concepti-on of what power is, found in the early portion of
the text.
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Russell's intuitions with regard to the ubiquitous

nature of power, are reflected in the writings of some

prominent contemporary political theorists Le.e. Dah1,

8a11, (22)). In his idiomatically clear prose, Russe]I

states:

In the course of this book f sha]l be concerned
to prove that the fundamental concept in
political science is Power, in the sane sense in
which Energy is the fundamental coneept in
physics.

(23 )

Ît j-s evident that Russell has a hieh prioritization of

pos¡er; he sees it as the concept which subsumes political

science. lrle also notice a certain af f inity to Hobbes in
this passage; like Hobbes, Russell draws a para1lel

between political power and physical energy.

There is also another passage in which a similarity
between Russell- and Hobbes can be found:

In the first p1ace, there is power over human
beings and power over dead matter or non-human
forms of life. I sha1l be concerned mainly with
power over human beings, but it will be necessary
to remember that the chief cause of change in the
modern world is the increased power over matter
that we owe to science.

(2t+)

Russell is cl-early like Hobbes, in his distinction between

physical and political power. However, Russel-l is quite

candid about the relevance of scientific power to the

political sphere: in modern times, he maintains, our

increased power over the physical world has had much to do
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with the social changes that have occurred. Evidently,

although Russell is quite correct in recognizing the

connection between physical power and social change, it
should be noted that although physical power has impetus

to the socio-political realm, such poe¡er does not affect
the natr:re of political power itself .

Russell-'s schema is explicated by him as follows:
Power may be defined as the production of
intended effects...it is easy to sày, roughly,
that A has more power than B, if A achieves
many intended effects and B only a few.

(2s)

Emerging from Russell's schema, is the impl-ication that
unintended effects are not the product of power

relationships. that is to sây, Russell argues that
political povrer consists in the production of intended

effects, but not in the production of unintended effects.
If , for instance, a pol-itician (A) desires that the leader

of a pressure-group (B) convince his members to vote for
A, and B does so, then Russell woul-d say that A has

exercised political por^rer: A has produced an intended

effect. Hovrever, if A were to simultaneousl-y net himself

$1,000,000 in donations, âs a resuLt of his conversati-ons

with B, Russell woul-d say that power has not been

exercised: the effects produced by A, in this case, though

they are in A's ínterest, are not intended in his
conversations with B.
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Russell contends that power over individuals is
essentially co-extensive with the notion of influence. He

states:

Power over human beings may be cl_assified by the
manner of influencing individuals, or the type of
organization involved...An individual may be
influenced: A. By direct physical power over his
body, ê.8. when he is 5mprisoned or killed; B. By
rewards and punishments as inducements, e.g. ingiving or withholding employment; C, By infLuence
on opinion, i.e. propaganda in its broadest sense.

(26)

rt would apÞear that, in the context of modern poriticar
theory, Russell makes an eïror in arguing that political
power is co-extensive with influence; most political
theorists see imprisonment, kiI1ine, and punishment as

facets of coercion, not influence. However, it is not the

case that he is errant with respect to a consideration of
the disti-nction between i-nf luence and coercion. rn chap.

xvrr of Power: A New sociar Analvsis, Russell puts forth
an argument which denies a clear demarcation between the

two:

It is not altogether true that persuasion is one
thine and force i-s another. Many f orms of
persuasion--even many of which everybody
approves--are reaIly a kind of force...hie do not
say to ( our children ) : t'Some people think the
earth is round, and others think it is flat; whenyou grov¡ up, you can, if you Iike, examine the
evidence and form your owrl concl_usion." Instead
of this we say: rrThe earth is round." By the tjme
our children are old enough to examine the
evidence, our propaganda has closed their minds,
and the most persuasive arguments of the Flat
Earth Society make no impression.

(27 )
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Russel}ts point, here, is well-taken. There do indeed

appear to be rrforceful" types of sociall-y-approved

argumentation, which seem to preclude a clear distinctiorr
between force and persuasion, coercS-on and influence. As a

result, Russell discusses influential- and coercive poÞrers

in terms of approxirnation:

The most important organizations are
approximately distinguishable by the kind of power
that they exert. The army and the políce exercise
coercive power over the body

(28)

It is apparent that Russell is not simply errant in his

conception of power as co-extensive with influence.

Instead, he proposes a compelling argument against a clear
distj-nction between inf l-uence and coercion. However,

Russell does state that the police (for example) exercise

coercj-ve f orce, whereas he has argued that "direct
physical power over the body" is a form of influence (Zg).

Although we will take Russell's problem of demarcation

seriously, it does not appear to be fruitful to accept the

notion that power is co-extensive with influence, which is
(at least sometimes) the same as coercion.

RusselLrs idea that'rA has more power than B, if A

achieves many intended effects and B only a fewt' ( 30 ) , is
a further point of interest. Russell has argued (as we

have seen) that power is attquantitative concept" (31),

and, his resuLtine notion (that it is the number of
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intended effects which matters ) has evoked unfair
criticism from such critics as Dorothy Emmett. fn her

paper |tThe Concept of Power," Emmett asks of Russellrs
schema:

But is it useful to measure power by the number
of achieved effects unless we take into
consideration the kind of effect? A may have
wanted to do a number of litt1e things, and have
succeeded in doing them al-I. B, after a life of
fr-ustration, may have at last succeeded in one
big thíne. Are we to say that A has more poweï
than B?

(32)

At first appearance, it might seem that Emmett levels a

telling bl-ow against RusselL in this passage; however, she

is instead being uncharitable. Russell, j_n fact,
explicítly deals with the question of quantity versus

quality with respect to intended effects;
there is no exact means of comparing the power
of two men of whom one can achieve one group of
desires, and another another; e.g. given two
artists of whom each wishes to paint good pictures
and become rich, and of whom one succeeds inpainting good pictures and the other in becoming
rich, there is no way of estimating who has more
POWer.

(33)

It is apparent that Russell does concern himself with
Emmettts sort of probrematic consideration. He crai¡ns

that, ðs is the case with influence and coercion, there is
no clear way to quaritatively distinguish between i-ntended

effects. Russell's example is lucid: two people both

intend to achieve Q and R. If one person achieves only e,

and the other only R, it is very difficult to see who has
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exercised more power.

Emmettrs criticisms, in thís light, lose much of their
punch; however, it could still be argued (in Emmett's

defence) that in cases where A has achieved one very smal-l

intended effect, whereas B has achieved one very large

intended effect, B clearly has more power than A; a

conception of power which is anchored soleIy in
quantification, would appear to be somewhat lacking.

Bertrand de Jouvenel's characterization of political
power is definitely worth considering, although his
project is not directly parallel to our investigation. de

Jouvenelts major exegesis, On Power, incorporates some

notions which bear upon our descriptive analysis of power,

and will ultj¡natel-y require careful consideration. The

initial problem vis-)-vis de Jouvenel's political theory,

is that he is "concerned...only with Power in large

formationsrt (31!). However, his ideas with respect to the

perpetuation of political power, are definitely of
interest to the modern political theorist.

Alongside de Jouvenel's stated concern for (chiefly)
power in large formations, there is somewhat of an

avoidance of a schematic characterization of poli-tical
power. He does argue, however, that power "in its pure

state consists...in commandrr (35). Later in his work, de
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Jouvenel is more candid:

Íle see, systematically set out, the logj-cal way
of the establishment of what may be calledttnational monarchytt...Power, as is clear at once,
has not changed a jot: it is still- what it aLways
was, a system of command for its own sake and for
its fruits.

( 36 )

It mieht appear to some, âs though de Jouvenel-'s

conception of the essence of power 5-s opaque. That is, in
a consideration of what is meant by "command for its own

sake and for its fruits,r' the inherent vagueness of the

terms (e.e. fruits) seems to lend them to a multitude of
interpretations. However, de Jouvenel is explicit at
another point in his text, and gives a more transparent

description of the essence of political power:

we may now call (power) a standing corporation,
which is obeyed from habit, has the means of
physical compulsion, and is kept in being partly
by the view taken of its strength, partly by the
faith that it rules as of right (in other words,
legitimacy), and partly by the hope of its
beneficience.

( 37 )

I¡Je inf er immediately from this passage, that de Jouvenel

conceives of power as an extant, reified body

( "corporation" ), not wholly dissimilar from what modern

political theorists might call the state. Power, to de

Jouvenel-, appears to be an existing political set of
institutions, whieh rules through both legitimized and

coercively illegitimate means .

de .Jouvenel's notion that political power (in his
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terms ) is 'rkept in being by the vj-ew taken of its
strength,r' is of crucial- importance. lrle will see how, in
our discussion of modern conceptions of politícal povrer,

de Jouvenel's idea is profound. Further, in the

delineation of our own schema it will become apparent that
his notion is of the utmost rel-evance to an emergent

paradox of political society. Clearly, although de

Jouvenel's investigation is not entirely analogous to our

ovrn, there is an invaruable erement in his conception of
how power is perpetuated; how it is "kept in being. "

Our examination of historical characterizations of
power finds its terminus in the works of Robert MacIver.

His well-written book the lrfeb of Government, marks the end

of the historic era belonging to such theorists as Hobbes,

Russell , De Jouvenel , and hjmself . Publ j_shed in L9t+7 ,

Maclver's theoretical exegesis directly preceeds more

modern conceptions of power; Dahl had his first noteworthy
paper on power published in L957 ( 38 ) . Although the

distinction is somewhat crude, it seems to be the case

that there is a demarcation to be made between Macrver and

Dahl. Prior to Dahl-, the concept of power tends to be

discussed in a larger, more general fashion (e.g. de

Jouvenel's lengthy text on power writ 1arge). However,

Dahl (and most political theorists to follow) takes up the

notion that poerer can be expressed schematical-l-y, in terms
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of A (those who have power) and B (those who are affected

by power). The importance of Dahl's work, as we shall see,

is paramount: not simply because he proposes a relatively
concise conception of power, but because his
characterization of political power forges new paths for
political theorists to pursue.

In the fifth chapter of The I¡leb of Government, Maclver

begins his basic discussion of power. Power, he argues, is
a concept with sub-fields; social and political power

being the most noteworthy. Ironically, in the context of

our investigation of the nature of political power,

Maclver's conception of social power proves to be quite

compelling (and useful), while his characterization of
political power is somewhat convoluted.

There are two main passages in which Maclver descants

his notion of social pourer. The first appears at the

commencement of the fifth chapter, where he begins:

By social power we mean the capacity in any
reLationship to command the service and
compliance of others.

( 3e )

Here, Maclver claims that power is a relational capacity,

and that the essential- relation in power ís one of command

and compli-ance. Evidently, the unqualified notions of
ttcommandil and ttcompliancett lend themselves to a serious

opacity; however, in the second passage, Maclver clarifies
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his position:

By social power we mean the capacity to control
the behavior of others either directl-y by fiat or
indirectly by the manipulation of avail-able
means. Property and status are thus sources of
povTer.

(40)

It is evident, in this section, that Maclverts conception

of power ís sliehtly more complex than coul-d be inferred
from the first passage. The control of behaviour, to which

Maclver refers, takes two forms: direct and indirect.
Direct control, he maintains, is power manifested in
decree, whereas indirect control consists in the

manipulation of individuals. And, we notice that Maclver

makes the ancillary claim that status and property are

pivotal to the concept of social power; they are primary

sources from which social poerer springs.

rt would seem that Macrver's characterization of social
power has a decidedly negative implication with reference

to the welfare of those who are affected by power. That

is, his notions of control by ''fiatrt and trmanipulation,"

seem to convey a malevolent element with respect to those

who are affected by the power-holder(s). Although Macrver

is not lucid on this question (i.e. whether power is
always exercised against the interests of others ), there

are more modern political theorists lnotably, Lukes (¿]1) l

who argue that power is (as Macrver seems to impry) always

exercised ttin a manner contrary to B's interestsrt (t+Z).
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After his delineation of social power, Maclver

undertakes an explication of political power. Political
power, he claims, is quite clearly distinct from social

POWer:

tüe must now make it cl-ear that, whatever its
derivatj-on, the power of government is different
from the power which gains access to it. hlhat
status and property establish under the given
conditíons is to determine who shall hold the
reins of political power, rather than what shall
be the essential functions of that power. For
under al-l conditions poLitical power is the final
regulatory control of the social order...To a
vastLy greater extent government does not create
the social order that it sustains. Hence the power
of government is entirel-y different in kind from
the powers that may at any time determine who
shall govern.

(&3)

In this passage, Maclver attempts to explicate the essence

of politícal power. Poi-itical power, it is claimed, is the

final, regulatory control of society. Further, he states

that the nature of political- power is different from the

essence of social power, in the foll-owing way: social_

powers determine who shall govern, whereas poJ-itical power

(which is contingent upon social power) is the fina]
control of a society, determining what the essential

functions of sociaL power shall be.

At first view, Macfverrs distinction appears to be

rather convincing; yet it is quite problematic. Granted,

social forces may create political structures and

institutions. However, it would still seem to be the case
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that these "social" forces remain as a part of the

structures and j-nstitutions themselves, after their
creation has taken place. that is to sây, although the

structure of the essential function of political power

(which is regulation, in his view) may supervene upon so-

called t'social" power, MacTver does not show that
political- power is without any eLement of the "behavioral
control" (44) which is supposedly peculiar to social
power. Nonetheless, Maclverrs idea of po$rer as a
I'relationaL capacity" is of immeasurabLe worth to our

investigation, and iustifies in itself an examination of
his particular characterization of power.

The historical characterizations of power which we have

seen, clearly contain el-ements of thought which are

crucial to our investigation. Hobbes' conception of power

as a "present meanst' (&5), and his distinction between

physical and political- power, are two notions which we

will consider very seriously. Russell, who also

distinguishes between physical and political power, shows

his perspicacity in the recognition of power as the

ubiquitous concept in political theory. Our analysis of
pov¡er will show, as per Russell's intuitions, that the

concept is definitely of pivotal theoretical importance.

In de Jouvenel-f s workr w€ have encountered an

interesting idea with respect to the perpetuation of
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power, that it is : 'rkept in being by the view taken of its
strength" (&6). Views of strength, it would seem, are

essentj-aIly doxastic; that is, a 'rview" (in this sense)

appears to be attbelief." As we shall see, the beliefs of

individuals, as de Jouvenel rightly points out, are indeed

of crucial importance to a comprehensive conception of

Power.

Final-ly, Macfverrs notion that power is a "relational
capacity" (t+7 ) has a distinct relevance to our analysis of

the concept. Maclver is similar to Hobbes in this respect;

his idea of a "relational capacity" seems to be guite

similar to Hobbes t trpresent means. tt Our emergent schema

will definitely involve the notion of power as some sort
of rel-ation (i.e. A in relation to B), and we will
certainl-y consider the question of whether po$¡er is a

capacity which exists if it is never actualized.
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CHAPTER TtlO: ESSEhII IALLY COIITESTED CONCEPTS

The concept of political- power, like the other concepts

of political theory, has recently been subjected to an

elenchus called "essential contestability.'r The notion of

essenti-al contestability was brought forth in h7.8.

Ga1lie's pioneer paper "Essentially Contested Concepts, "

originally given at the Meeting of the Aristotelian
Society in 1956. Since that time, Gallie's idea has been

mol-ded and transformed by political theorists such as

Connolly, Gray, Swanton, and GrafsLein. Several

interesting and profoundl-y influential versions of

essentiaL contestability have emerged to date; it is
apparent that we must carefull-y examine and evaluate the

notion of essentíal contestability, if we are to properly

contextualize and lend cogency to our conceptíon of
political- power.

Our examination of essential contestability will show

that, in the majority of cases [Gal1ie, Connolly,

Grafstein (1)1, normative elements are considered to be

crucial to essentially contested concepts. Although we

wilL concede some level of normative contentr w€ will deny

that our concept of power is value-Iaden. Further, our

investigation will support Grafstein's realism (Z) apropos

of the notion of essential contestability, and we will
argue that the idea of differing degrees of
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contestability, with respect to political concepts, is a

viable one.

In "Essentially Contested Concepts," !ìI.8. Gall-ie begins

with the observation that conceptual discussions often
yield disagreements about the meanings of terms, Analysis,

he argìres, shows that each concept has a multifarious
nature with respeet to definition:

hle find groups of people disagreeing about the
proper use of the concepts, e.8., of art, of
democracy, of the Christian tradition. lrÍhen we
examine the different uses of these terms and the
characterj-stic arguments in which they figure we
soon see that there is no one clearly definabl_e
general use of any of them which can be set up as
the correct or standard use.

(3)

Gallie sets out his perspective quite clearly: disputes

about certain concepts exist, and no particular definition
of any such concept can be held up as'rcorrect.rr fn the

context of these disputes, Ga1lie delineaLes his notion of
essential contestability :

I want to show that there are apparently endless
disputes for which neíther (psychological causes
nor metaphysical afflictions ) need be the correct(explanation). Further, I shall try to show that
there are disputes, centred on the concepts which
I have just mentioned, which are perfectly
genuine: which although not resolvable by
argument of any kind, are nevertheless sustained
by perfectly respectable arguments and evidence.

(4)

Genuine disputes, ít is cl-aimed, come out of discussions

of certain concepts (e.g. art, democracy). These disputes
are' as per their corresponding concepts, sustainable by
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both argument and evidence; yet, fro argument can

ultjmately resolve them.

Ga1lie's point here, is, at first glance, persuasive:

it mieht appear likely that no argument could ever settl-e

a conceptual dispute. Yet, the point is probJ_ematic in two

ways. Firstr erê wonder why it is the case that it is
essentially impossible to resolve some conceptual

disagreements. Second, it does not seem likely that two

differing conceptions of a purportedly essentially
contestable concept, would be equally sustainable. That is
to sây, two immediate probJ-ems come to the f ore in
Gal-lie's paper: why certain conceptual problems are

unresolvable, and whether differing conceptions are

egually compelling.

In the third section of his paper, "The Conditions of
Essential Contestedness, " Gallie claims that in order for
a concept to be essentially contested, it "must possess"

( 5 ) certain characteristics. The f j-rst criteríon, it
appears, distineuishes his notion of an essentially
contested concept, from the concept of political power (as

we will describe it):
In order to count as essentially contested, in
the sense just illustrated, a concept must
possess the four following characteristics: ---
( I ) it must be appraisive in the sense that ít
signifies or accredits some kind of valued
achievement.

(6)
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GalIiets first criterion involves the normative notion of
appraisal; without an element of appraisal, he claims, a

concept is not essentially contestable. Granted, some

characterj-zations of the concept of power may fal1 into
such a rut (for instance, a naive concept of power which

maintains that all power-holders are bad). However, our

conception of political power will not involve any

noteworthy level of appraisal, explicit or implicit. In
showing the essential val-ue-neutralj-tv of our emergent

concept of power, we will elucidate the difference between

a power-holder (which is non-appraisive ) , and a frchampion"

(7) (Ga1lie's example of an appraisive concept).

fn his discussion of the concept of democracy, it
becomes cl-ear that Ga1lie does not see po$¡er as an

essentially contested concept. rn the case of the concept

of democracy, he states, questions of "actual_ practice"

are not relevant to his essential contestability thesis:
I want first to make clear, what uses of
(democracy) are not here to be discussed.
Sometimes in a political- argument actual political
conditions or actions are refemed to and then thequestion is put: rrCan you call that democratic?"
or ttls this an example of your democracy?'r But
questions of actual practice, vindicating oï
belying certain uses of the term I'democracyrr are
not here our concern.

(B)

That is, the descriptive analysis of a concept like
democracy, whi-ch is rooted in questions such as "I¡ühat is
democracy?rr (or, tthlhat is power?tt) are not his concern.
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GaIrie sees that questions concerning the characterization
of concepts, which "vindicate or (beIie) certain uses of
the term,r' take place outside of the realm of appraisal.

Democracy, he maintains, is an essentially contested

concept for another reason-- it is a cor¡cept which

contains:

certain po15-ticaI aspirations which have been
embodied in countless sfave, peasant, national,
and middle-c]ass revolts and revol_utions. . .These
aspirations are evidently centred in a demand for
increased eguality: or, to put it negatively,
they are advanced against governments and social
orders whose ajm is to prolong gross forms of
inequality

(e)

GaIIie believes that the concepL of democracy is
essentially contestable, as it has an inchoate, appraisive

element: the prioritization of equality. Let us grant him

this; our eventual conception of poli-tical power wi1l not
be an essentially contested concept in Ga1lie's terrns.

blith respect to apprai-sal, power-holders and subjects will
not turn out to be ttgoodrttttbadrrtrrbetter,tt or rfworsett in

our characterization of power. Our concept will be, in
this sense, normativel-y neutral.

In The

devotes a

contested

proposes,

normative

Terms of Politica1 Discourse, !rli11iam Connolly

full chapter to the analysis of essentially
concepts. The shortcoming of Ga}lie, Conno1]y

is his distinction between descriptive and

concepts I i. e. Ga]-l-ie's strict criterion of
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t'appraisal" (10)1. In fact, Connolly argues, Gallie

overlooks the connection between descriptive concepts and

operational definítions :

(Gallie) doesnft seem to see that descriptive
concepts, whích are after all- the ones pert5-nent
to scientific work, can be defined operational-l-y,
enabling investigators with different ideologies
to accept common definitions and to adopt the same
impersonal tests in applying these shared concepts
to determi-nate states of affairs

( 11)

Connolly's proiect, with regard to essential

contestability, is one which (as we shall see) ultimately
provides strong argumentation against the strict
descriptive,/normative distinction. Yet, in the context of

the concept of power, Connolly's emergent perspective on

the essential contestability of power appears to be

somewhat off the mark.

Connoll-y begj-ns his analysis of essential-

contestability with an explication of "cluster concepts":

To make the concept of politics intelligible we
must display its compl-ex connections with a host
of other concepts to which it ís related;
clarification of the concept of politics thereby
involves the eLaboration of the broader
conceptual system within which it is implicated...
Íüe shal1 call a concept with these characteristics
a cluster concept.

(1-2)

Connolly justifies his notion of a cLuster concept in an

elaborate and thorough fashion. Primarily, he considers

the concept-in-question (politics, in this case), and

proposes that disputes over definitional criterj-a will
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make the concept compJ-ex. He lists eight criteria which

might satisfactorily describe the concept of politics, and

argues that several problems resul_t from the proffered
characterj-zation. First, he aïgues that, of the eight
criteria, there are problems in determining how many are

sufficient "to establish an act or practice as politicalrt
( 13 ). Further, connolly maintains that various individuals
will rrweight the importance of shared criteria
differentfy" (14); that is to såy, that one person might

consider a characteristic-in-question to be more pivotal
to the concept of politics, than would another person.

Most importantly, Connolly makes the excellent point
that each particular criterion of the concept-in-question

"makes reference to nelr concepts" (1S), and, that all
ancillarl¡ concepts will require simirar cl-arification.
cruster conceptsr ãs connolly delineates them, are thus
probJ-ematic vis-à--r:-= definition: their characteristic
criteria will evoke disagreement in terms of sufficiency
and weight, and the ancillary concepts to which they

refer, will likely be subject to símilar scrutiny. And, in
terms of essential contestability, Connolly is candid:

Contests persist over the proper interpretation
of the partly shared idea of politics, and we
mieht say that its very characteristics as a
cluster concept provide the space within which
such contests emerge.

(16)
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Connolly proceeds to take issue with the descriptíve/
normative distinction. "Essentially contested concepts, "

he claims,:

are typically appraisive in that to call something
a tfwork of arttt or a ttdemocracytt is both to
describe it and to ascribe a value to it or express
a commitment with respect to it.

(L7 )

Úüe notice that Connolly is in agreement with Gatlie here:

he uses the term "appraisive,rtand refers to the I'work of

art" and the "democracy" as paradigmatic essentially
contested concepts. An obvious concern comes to the fore

at this point: if Connolly is in essential aereement with
Gallie, can we not avoid his concerns in the same way?

Connol1y, clearly, takes Gallie's position further in
his section on the descriptive/normative distinction; his
concerns are not easily dismissed. He states that, in the

first place, description consists in characterization, and

that all characterization proceeds from a certain
normative perspective :

To describe a situation is not to name something,
but to characterize it...A description does not
refer to data or elements that are bound together
merely on the basis of similarities adhering in
them, but to describe is to characterize a
situation from the vantage point of certain
intents, plrrposes, or standards.

(18)

It quickly becomes clear to us, that Connolly's intention
is to show the uncl-ear demarcation between descriptive and
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nonnative concepts: description, he claims, is linked to

"certain intents, purposes, or standards." Each of these

notions are, obviously, normatively grounded; they all
supervene on a personrs val-ues.

tJe will not take great issue with this point. Connolly

would appear to be correct, in arguing that intents,
purposes, and standards factor into much of what we might

call description. However, we can respond with the

consideration that certain standards are inherent in all
description, e.g. the standard of clarity in description,
which is apparently universallv virtuous. unl-ess connolly

wants to argue that all coneepts are essentially
contestabl-e, he will- have to show how essentially
contested concepts differ from concepts in general.

hle see that, as one might expect, Connolly does not

subscribe to the notion that all- concepts are essentially
contestabLe:

Not a]I concepts in politics are formed from a
moral, ot, more broadly, normative point of vj_ew,
but many are.

(19)

That is, many of the concepts of political theory are what

Gallie (and Connolly) would call 'tappraisiverr; however,

some are not. Connolly appears to concede that the

considerati-on of "intents, purposes, or standards" (20)

does not appl-y to some concepts in potitical theory (he
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does not, however, give any examples).

Power, Connolly argues, is an essentiall-y contested

concept of political theorlz; it is linked to the normative

notion of responsibility. rrPot/er,t' he states,:
is a contestable concept, partly because of its
conceptual connection to our ideas of
responsibility , and these contests themselves
form a part of our politics.

(2L)

Further, ConnoIly maintains that contests over the concept

of power are "over the criteria of application (and) the

form its exercise will take" (ZZ). Both of these

considerations clearly have their contestabl_e roots in his
idea of t'responsibility. "

ConnoIly claims that responsibility is the normative

core of the concept of power, that it is responsibility
which makes por.rer an essentially contested concept:

For to acknowledge power over others is to
implicate oneseLf in responsibility for certain
events and to put oneself in a position wherejustification for the limits placed on others is
exPected 

(æ)

Unfortunately, wê must take issue with Connollyts

argumentation here: there does not appear to be any good

reason to accept his seemingly arbitrary connection

between power and responsibility. Certainly, some

conceptions of political power see a close relationship of
responsibility between the exercise of power and the
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individual. However, not all conceptions are so simple:

our investigation of power will show how power is actually
contingently related to both interests and intentions. fn

the following chapters, our cogitation will show how

political power is actually a concept divorced from

responsibility-- power works in a sphere outside of the

interests, intentions, and (thus) the responsibilites of

peopl-e.

Connolly's argumentation culminates in a synoptical

passage, in which he maintains that the cluster concepts

of political theory are linked to their normative raison

dtetre:

The clarified thesis, then, is this: 'Democracy'
--and other concepts like it--displays in our
discourse over a normal range of cases a close
connection between its criteria and its normative
point.

(24)

Connolly's position is quite clear; however, we are still
at odds with hj-s notion that the concept of power is like
democracy in this \ray. The coneept of power, it would

seem, does not have to be t'closely connected" to any

significant notion of (as Connolly argues)

"responsibility" ( 25 ) .

Connolly makes a further remark with respect to the

descriptive,/normative distinction, which is apparently

pertinent. He argues that those who wish to preserve a
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strict demarcation between normative and descriptive will
run into probl-ems in "adjusting the concept to new

situationsrr (26) . In this viev¡, Connolly proposes, there

will be no basis for making any conceptual- adjustments,

since the concept is (purportedly) purely descriptive. l¡Ie

will eschew the consideration of whether this is an actual
problem for theorists who wish to maintain a distinction
between the descriptive and normative realms. However, we

will- make two remarks: first, that observing a si:nilarity
of situation, with respect to the application of concepts

such as power, does not clearly appear to be a normative

process. Second, w€ can easily see how Connolly's

consideration appl-ies to all concepts, and is by no means

peculiar to the concepts of political theorlz.

Regardless, Connolly maintains that efforts to restrict
pol-itical inquiry to description, are "doomed to failuref'
(27 ) . Certainly, we might concede that with explicitly
normative political concepts (e.g. ttjustice"), efforts to
pureÌy "describe" would faif. However, it appears to be

the case that the concept of power is not wholeheartedly

normative, as other political concepts might be. In fact,
it might be safe to say that there are (roughly) deerees

of normativitv in concepts. Concepts such as ttjustice't

seem to eontain a substantial normative element: the

"just" individual, for instance, wiLl be a "good" person,
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Powerr on the other hand, would seem to contain a lesser

normative element, especially if its best explication does

not link the power-holder with Connolly's idea of

"responsibilityrr ( 28 ) . the power-ho1der, it seems, does

not necessarily have to be a ttgoodtt or a trbadrt person in
oLrr conception of politj-cal power; normative

considerations are (at least, possibly) lesser in the

concept of power than they are in the concept of, sãy,
justice.

connolly ends his discussion of essentiar contestedness

with a consideration of the role of ordinary language.

Technical concepts, he claims, are only viable insofar as

they modify the extant system:

1o understand the political life of a community
one must understand the conceptual system in which
that life moves; and therefore those concepts that
help to shape the fabric of our political practices
necessarily enter into any rational_ account of
them. It may be justifiable for the investigator to
introduce some technical concepts into the
established conceptual world; but these will be
useful only to the extent that they build upon and
are understoc¡d in relation to the prevailing
system.

(2e )

Once againr w€ will- not take great issue with Connolly

here. Our discussj-on of the concept of power, and our

emergent characterization of power, will not proceed

outside of our conceptual system. It does seem unIikely,
however, that we could do such a thing; in an attempt to
determine what power is, how could we conduct our
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investigation outside of our conceptual system?

John Gray's article entitled rrOn the Contestability of

Social and PoIitica1 Concepts, I' published in Pol-itical
Theorv in !977, eontains further points-of-interest to our

investigation. Gray undertakes an expJ-ication of the

notion of an essentiaLly contested concept, which includes

an analysis of whether all of the chief concepts in social
and politisal theory are contestabl-e. His nev¡

understanding of essential contestability, clearly, goes

beyond the normative limitations of Gal1ie and Connoll_y

( i. e. the "af f ectiverr criterion ) :

f try to sketch an understanding of essential
contestability which avoids the difficulties of
previous conceptions while preserving their
explanatory power and philosophical interest.

(30 )

Gray's new characterization of an essentially contested

concept takes GaLlie as a starting point, and extends it
to two important claims: that all essentially contested

concepts require contextual- understanding to be

essentially contested at all, and that the other

contextually related concepts are essentially contestabl_e

as wel1. He avers:

It is one of the chief contentíons of this paper
that, taking Gallie's characterization as a
departure point, ãrr essentially contested concept
is a concept such that any use of it in a social
or political context presupposes a specific
understanding of a whole range of other,
contextuali-y related concepts whose proper uses
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are no less disputed and which lock together so asto compose a single, identifiable concéptual
framework....Any use of an essentially ãontestedconcept, then, involves assent to definite uses ofa whole range of contextuarr.y related concepts of ano less contestable character.

( 31)

Gray's initiar depiction of essential- contestability,
here, is very lucid. He avoids the normative criterion of
both Gallie and connolry, and argues that essentially
contested concepts are so due to the interlockine
conceptual frameworks in which they are found. Disputes
about larger concepts, he elaims, will invol_ve reference
to ancillary and contiguous concepts. yet, Gray argues,
these adjunct notions themselves are also contestabl_e.

Thus, it would seem to follow that essential
contestabilty, according to Gray, is not a theoretical
phenomenon peculiar to individual concepts; essentiaJ-

contestability, rather, relates to "conceptual
frameworks,tt the contexts in which particular concepts can

be found.

stephen Lukesr account of the concept of power, Gray

maintains, is a good illustration of the frcentral_ tensionl
(32) found in many theorists' notions of essential
contestability. Lukes, he argues, acknowJ-edges the

'ri-neradicably evaLuative and essentially contested
characterr' ( 33 ) of his own conception of power. Gray also
states that Lukes does not believe that the essential
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contestability of power detracts from its empirical

usefulness (31*).

However, Gray doubts Lukesr commitment to the view that
the concept of power is essentially contestable, and

refers to Brian Barry's critique of Lukes' work (35). On

the one hand, it would appear, the concept of power is
seen by Lukes to be "ineradicably value-dependentrt (36),

which lends the concept to essential- contestedness, On the

other hand, as Barry points out, Lukes claims that the

three-dimensional view of power is I'rationally preferable"
(37) to other conceptions of power [e.g. Dahl's and

Bachrach & Baratz I ( 38 ) l. Barry and Gray seem to be quite

correct, in their observation that the rational
argumentation Lukes incorporates to discount other views,

seems to preclude power as an essentially contested

concept; reason, according to essential contestability,
cannot arbitrate "conflicting moral and political

commitmerrts" (39). Gray does wel] to point out this
incongruity in Lukes-- however, it is cl-ear that the fault
here is with Lukes' conception of essential

contestability, and does not reflect on all essential-

contestability theses .

Gray proceeds to make two strong cLaims with respect to
the nature of essentially contested concepts. To

characterize a concept as essentially contestable, he
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states, :

(is) to repudiate a wide range of restrictive or
excfusivist, descriptivist or essentialist claims
which are characteristical-l-y made for it by each
of its rival users.

(40)

That is to sêy, the classification of a concept as

essential-l-y contestable necessitates the rejection of all
definitive notions of the concept-in-question. Second,

Gray writes:

it foll-ows from the first point that to
characteríze a concept as having an essentially
contested character is to announce the result of
a conceptual analysis which is not neutral about
the logical status of the concept under
investigation.

( 41)

fnvestigations, it is claimed, are (in view of the former

point) often not neutral. In conceding essentiaL

contestability, ärr individual admits bias, and becomes

"phj-l-osophically partisant' ( t*2) .

It would appear to be the case, that Gray is quite

correct on these matters; the theses of essential
contestability which have been brought forth, do indeed

seem to logicaIly result in both the rejection of definist
conceptions, and the concession of investigative bias.

However, there may be a good reason for this: the

differing views of essential contestabiltiy which we have

seen, all take the position that a concept is either
essentíaIly contested, or it is not. That is, no academics
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appear to consider the possibility of degrees of
contestability, under which differing concepts would be

more or less contestable than their rivals (and, perhaps,

more or less biased as wel-l ) .

The strongest and most interesting variant of the

essential contestability thesis, according to Gray, is one

which:

cl-aím(s) that a concept is variable... (and)
clai¡n( s ) that its subject matter is in its
nature such that there are always good reasons
for disputing the propriety of any of its uses.

( 43 )

Grayts position denies the viability of deductions that
t'transcend all definitional- disputes about the conceptrl

(t*4). Instead, he maintains that characterizing a concept

as essentially conLestable is equivalent to offering "a

philosophically partisan understanding of the nature of
the dispute itself rr ( /*5 ) ,

Gray's essential contestability thesis, }j-ke some of

Connol-lyts claims (e.g. Connolly's remarks about intents,
purposes, and standards in description, and the

application of concepts to new situations ) is not without
a serious problem: that essentially contested concepts are

not (under his view) distinct from other concepts. Gray

claims that a concept is essentially contestable, if there

are 'rgood reasons for disputing the propriety of any of
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its uses" (¿*6). However, w€ wonder, which concepts are

i¡runune to dispute? ff no distinction between purportedly

essentíally contested concepts and concepts-in-general is
to be found, then Gray's version of essential

contestability appears to be, necessarily, universally
applicabl-e.

Aside from these considerations, Gray continues with a

proposal regarding his essential contestability thesis:

that it is amenabl-e to the "traditional conception" (t+7)

of the endeavours of the political theorist. The notion of

essential contestability, he states, has three major

insights: first, that there are concepts, with a cornmon

core of meaning, whieh have historically been probl-ematic

vis-à-vis their application. Second, that each use of, or

dispute over, ãrr essential-ly contested concept,

presupposes many interlocking, ancillary ["satellite"
(eB)l concepts. Third, that contests between world-views

are not reducible to disputes over language, logic, or

empirical evidence alone: they all incorporate a

theoretical [ "metaphysica] r' ( ¿r.9 ) l element which is not

self-evidently immune to criticism.

Gray ends his paper with an (admittedlyl "weakening'l
(50) remark regarding his essential contestability thesis.

He states that his account:

makes no claim that definitional disputes about
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essentially contested concepts are inherently
unsettlable by reason.

( 51)

Clearly, he does substantj-ally weaken his case here. In

claiming that reason could possibly settle disputes, and

that the political theorist's "conjectural" conceptions

"could be right" ( 52 ) , Gray practically stultifies his
case. He has argued that the best essential contestability
thesis is one which incorporates the notion that there aïe

"always good reasons for disputing the propriety" ( 53 ) of

anv use of the concept-in-question. If we accept this
premise, how can v¡e then justify the belief that a

proposed conceptual solution "cou1d be right" ( 54 ) ?

Robert Grafsteín's realist perspective on essential

contestability appears to offer a good solution to Gray's

imbroglio. Grafstein proposes that realism ["metaphysical

realism," as he says, which I'asserts the existence of a

fixed (though not necessarily finite) set of mind-

independent objectst' (55)l is indeed quite compatible with
conceptual diversity. That is, he believes that the

theoríst can recognLze conceptuaJ- diversity, without
having to sacrifice the "old-fashioned notion of
truth'r (56).

In I'A Realist Foundation for Essentially Contested

Political Concepts,rf Grafstein argues that it is the case

that concepts of power are characterized within a certain
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moral and political perspective. However, he states, one

definition can still be preferable to another:

Scholars may adopt different conceptual schemes
and hence different definitions of power
without...disagreeing at all about the proper
basis for assessing a scheme...Despite conceptual
diversity, for example, one could still conclude
that one definition of power Leads to more truths
or more general truths.

( s7 )

Grafstein is apparently in agreement with Gray here, with

respect to the possibility of rational persuasion;

hov¡ever, Grafstein's position is much stronger than

Gray's. As long as the standard of success is shared (i.e.

as long as there ís some agreement as to what a good

conception of , for instance, power would be l-ike), he

states, superior schemes can be recognized for their true
value. Christine Swanton, in her article "On the
'Essential Contestednesst of Poltical Concepts,rf adds to
this point:

The theses of essential contestedness, ês stated,
are weaker...though there is no best conception,
or none knowable to be the best, some conceptions
may nonetheless be better than others.

( 58 )

Swanton and Grafstein both maintain that some conceptions

of power are better than others. And, âs Swanton proposes,

even though an individual may be precluded from knowing

the rrbestil conception of an essentially contested concept,

yet some conceptual-izations may be superior to others.

Grafstein claims that a certain realist
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conceptualization of trpolitics" provides the basis for a

full-fl-owered essential contestability thesis. "Indeed, "

he writes,:
it is the political- character of certain concepts
that makes them essentially contestable in the
fuLler sense. This political dimension transforms
a relatively inert divergence between distinct
definitions of concepts into an active contest
among them. A realist conception of politics
completes the foundation for essential
contestability.

( se )

The political character of the concepts themselves,

Grafstein avers, lends them to'tactive contest(s)."
Moreover, Grafstein claims that the "uncertainty of
political outcomes" ( 60 ) in the consideration of differing
conceptions of. (say) freedom, truly promotes their
essential contestability.

Must e/e necessarily, and in all cases, admit to being

"philosophically partisan" ( 61 ) in accepting the víability
of the essential- contestability thesis? Certainly, Gray is
correct in arguing that at l-east some (if not most)

conceptual analyses are not value-neutral. However, in
terms of the concept of political power, it is not at aII
clear that normative elements are present to any

significant degree. In fact, it would appeaï as though the

concept of power can be described in a decidedly non-

valuational fashion

Further, j-n the consideration of the essential
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contestability thesis, wo see that (in light of the value-

neutrality of the concept of power) the affective
criterion of Gallie, Connolly, and (partj-aIly) Gray, is
eschewed. Since pol/er is not normativel-y charged, the

criteria for essential contestability can not be fulfilled
in their terms; yet, there are still good grounds for
accepting the essential contestability thesis, which are

found outside of the normative realm. Connolly and Gray,

for instance, in their reference to (respectively) cluster
concepts and conceptual context, provide an excellent
basis for the essential contestability thesis. Essential

contestability, also, has been wrongly subjected to a

sjmplistic I'black and whitet' world; there has not been

enough discussion of the notion of degrees of
contestability. At least some essentially contested

concepts can be described and explicated such that the

differine conceptions of the concept-in-question clearly
admit to greater and lesser contestability. That is to
säy, i-n some cases, it makes sense to talk of less

contestable characterizations of a purported essentially
contested concept.

Let us discuss, first-of-alI, the question of normative

content in the concept of power. As we have seen, Connolly

-i-5 in agreement with Ga11ie, to the extent that he

accepts that an I'affective criterion" (62) must be met,
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if any socio-political concept is to be regarded as

essentially contestable. That is, these academics beliewe

that a concept must be "appraisive" ( 63 ) , if it is to be

essential-Iy contestable. Undoubtedly' many conceptions

of power are valuationally charged: for instance, w€ can

easily conceive of some conìmon (and, rather trite)

characterizations of poerer, in which those who have power

are always "eviI. " However, the fact that power can be

construed (perhaps, misconstrued) in a way which

incorporates inextricabl-e normative elements, does not

mean that normative elements are always involved ín

characterizations of power.

Both Gallie and Connolly (64) admit that some concepts

in political theory are not normative. Connolly, as vre

have seen, claims that power is essentially contestable

due to the fact that it is related to the notion of

responsibility ( 65 ) . However, our conception of power will

show how power is actually not rel-ated to personal

responsibilty; that poerer operates apart from both

personal intentions, and interests. Thus, it does not

really make sense to talk of the responsibilitv of the

power-holder, since the exercise of power can often work

against the intentions and interests of the power-ho1der,

and one could hardly hold another responsible for an

outcome which was neither intended by them, nor in their
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interest (subjectivist or objectivist, as we will see in
ch. 3 ).

Gallie, Gray, Connolly, and Grafstein all admit that
some concepts in social and political theory are not

essentially contestable; however, none of them gives an

example of such notions. Nor, unfortunately, do any of

them give any real indication of what such concepts

invol-ve. Let us agree with these theorists, insofar as

the idea of non-contestable concepts is conce¡ned. Vlhat

would such concepts look like? t'Ihat, w€ ask, would be the

characteristics of non-normative concepts?

First, and irnportantly, we must distinguish between

explicit and implicit normativity. fn our cogitation, we

are inquiring into the nature of power, and we are

pursuing a route which many other political theorj-sts have

followed: we seek a schematic charaterization of power

le.e. Russel-Irs idea that power is "the production of
intended effectsr' (66)1. Evidently, our schema will be

pithily put in propositional form, so it makes sense to
discuss the explicit value-content of the schema. A schema

whj-ch incorporates value-charged terms such as: 'tgood,"
ttbestr tt itoughtr tr ttshould, tt etc. , can be said to be

explicitly normative. Explicj-t normativity, then, is the

normative content found in the terms of the schema itself.
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Implicit normativity, on the other hand, is the value-

content implied by the schema, by the theoristrs "world
view.'r This type of normative content can be revealed

through an examination of the theoristts other works, oI
articulated beliefs, which give the theoretical context

for the schema itself. For instance, if we were to
consider the following schematic characterization of

freedom:

lll Freedom is the absence of external restraints

we would likely come to the conclusion that there are no

explicitly normative terms in the schema. However, if we

were to l-ater find out that the theorist-in-question saw

all external restraints as |tbad'r or ttoppressive,tt we would

probably say that there is a definite valuational content

implied by the schema. For, to properly understand the

complex nature of such a schema, we urould have to have a

grip on what the theorist meant by 'fexternal restraints, "

and we would be thoroughly ignorant of such a

consideration if we merely examined the schema itself.

Thus, a schematic conceptuaLization can have roughLy

two sorts of normative content, explicit and implicit,
which can be (respectively): found openly in the

propositional content of the schema, or revealed through

an examination of the theoretical context surrounding it.
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Our characterization of political power will largely
avoid both sorts of normativity. The terms which we wil-l-

incorporate, in our schema, wilJ- be quite innocuous vis-a-
vis value content; we will invol-ve such terms as: "cause,t'
ttbelieve 

r 
tt rrperfomr tt ttactionr tt and ttconcepttt-- terms

which seem to be valuationally inert. Further, regarding

the question of implicit normative content, w€ will make

our position known: we do not see those who have power as

being *betterrr or ttworse, rf or even ( in Connolly t s sense )

"responsible" (67) for their exercises of power. hlhen we

explicate our schema, to give an adequate context to the

proposition, we wiII show how power itself is at best

contingently related to normative concerns of individual
interest, goodness, purposes, etc. .

lrÏe will aLso make a conscious attempt, for what it is
worth, to eschew the incorporation of value as much as is
possible. Granted, there may be some relativel-y minor

normative "standardsr' ( 68 ) involved in our conceptual

discussion, such as (as we have said) the standard of

clarity inherent in the concept of power. However, such

concerns are not merely peculiar to the concepts of
political theory; the standard of clarity is universally
virtuous to all concepts. For example, even in the concept

of rrbachelor,rr clarity is a theoretical virtue; such a

standard, evidently, seems to be quite triviaL in the face
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of such actual normative concerns as are found in the

political concept ofr sèy, 'rjustice.t' Granted, there will
be some small Level of normativity in our explication of
political power, but there will be no more value-content

than there is in any other concept. If this is the case,

it would thus appear that to argue that power is
ineradicably normatively charged, is to claim that all
concepts are normatívely charged, and to trivialize the

important essence of normative political concepts such as

obligation, or justice.

ltÏe do not, evidently, wish to propose a "valuationally
neutral system of definitions" for political theory, ès

does Oppenheim ( 69 ) ; we agree that some concepts do seem

to be normatively based. However, the concept of political
power is not one of them-- the most cogent, concise, and

forthcoming concepti-on of power does not involve

significant val-uational elements .

ff we agree that the concept of power as we will
explicate it does not have s5-gnificant normative

content, then it mieht appear prirna facie that the concept

of power is not essentially contestable. That is to sày,

if the I'normative criterion" ( 70 ) of Gallie and Connolly

is found to be lacking, then power can not be an

essentially contestable concept. However, there is a

foundation for essential contestabiLity, which is not
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rooted only in normative concepts. In considering

Connolly's and Gray's arguments regarding (respectively)

cluster concepts and contextual concerns, we realize that

the essential contestability thesis can be grounded not

only in normative concepts, but in complex (and non-

normatj-ve ) concepts as well.

A complex concept (as we shall cal-l- it), is one like

those described by ConnolLy and Gray. Complex concepts,

as v¡e have seen, are characterized as having a network-

like essence: they are contextualized such that their

discussion requires reference to anciLLary and contiguous

concepts. Contests can arise [as Connolly argues (71-)]

over the question of which or how many characteristic

efements of a complex concept must be present, for

something to gualify as, sêy, "poIitical" (72). And,

contests can arise over ancillary notions in the complex

concept íf, for instance, the contester does not agree

with the purported meaning of the ancillary sub-concept.

(Or, evidently, if the sub-concept is decidedly

normative). Clearly, the essential contestability thesis

does not require a normative criterion (though the

presence of normative elements may always lead to

contestability) : complex, non-normative concepts can

qualify as essenLially contestable, if they have several

generally vague characterj-stic elements, with which people
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can disagree, or if they involve ancillary notions, which

are themselves questionabl-e.

[ühat are we to make of this new basis for essential
contestability? It would appear to be very strong, in
terms of the concept of power: since power is indeed a

complex concept, with many ancillary notions (e.g.

action, performance, influence, control, etc. ), power will
be essentíally contestable. üIe will agree wj-th this
notion: power is an essentially contestable concept, not

because of valuational content, but because of its
inherent complexity. Although the sub-concepts of power

may not be remarkably normative or contestable, the

inherent vagueness in the concept, in terms of (say)

demarcating exactly what qualifies as an exercise of power

(in view of the question of what are its necessary and

sufficient characteristics ) , seems to reveal íts
essentially contestable essence. Power is essentially
contestabl-e due to the vague nature of its multifarious
constitutive characteristics, which are primarily found in
the discourse of ancillary and satellite concepts in and

around the concept.

In agreeing that the concept of power is essentially
contestable, do we f ind oursel-ves necessaril_y l_ocked into
a position which can not discern between quite compelling

descriptions of power and glaringly clazy conceptions? The
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answer, charily, is no. The essential contestability
theses of Gallie, Connolly, Gray, and Grafstein have al-l-

conceived of concepts as being simply contestable, or not

contestable. However, there appear to be good reasons to
accept the notion of degrees of contestability, so that we

can safely say that, althoueh the concept of political
power is (ultimatel-y) essentially contestable, yet one

conception of what power is can still be preferabl-e to
another.

Grafstein, it would appear, is in agreement with us

with respect to the notion that "one concept (can be)

preferable to another" (73), as is Gray, who maintains,

perhaps a fortj-ori, that conceptual disputes are

potentially rfsettlable by reason" (7t+). However, the

question of justifying our notion of degrees of

contestability remains. How is it that different
characterizations of power can be more or less contestable

than others?

The notion of desree, in eontestability, finds
justification from several soì-rrces. First, there is a

definite intuitive tendency (one would Smagine) to regard

certain conceptual characterizations as superior to
others. Consíder the following two conceptions of power:

t 3I Power ís ñ prefers ice crearn

Lt+) Power is the ability to produce intended
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( 7s )

ft would appear as though, in considering these two

characterizations of power, the first woul-d be more

contestable than the second. That is, our intuitions would

likeIy lead us away from the first conception, as it
makes practically no sense. On the intuitive level,
clearly, w€ would say that the second (Russell's)

conception of povrer is more cogent and thereby less

contestable.

Unfortunately for us, onr intuitions are often dead

w:rong. Still, there are yet other convincing arguments

v¡hich show how the contestability of political_ concepts

varies by degree. Let us consider the following three

inter-related schematic concerns: coherence,

contradiction, and comprehensibility.

If a schema is incoherent, that is, if it lacks in
internal unity or logical connectedness, we can say that
it is inadequate. A characterization of power which has a
perspicuous lack of coherence, will obviously be precluded

from versimilitude: any theorist wiLl be at a loss to
decipher it. An incoherent schema wil-l thus be more

contestabre than a coherent one (assuming that all other
features are identica] ).

Contradiction in conceptions of power (or, evidently,
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any other essentíaIly contestabre concept), also shows the

viabil-ity of the notion of degrees of contestabirity. rf a

schema, for instance, is self-contradictory, it is clearly
more contestable than a schema devoid of self-
contradiction. Let us exemplify, with Simon's schema:

tSl A has power over B means that A's behavior
causes B's behavior.

(76)

Evidently, simon does not propose a self-contradictory
conception. Yet, as a foilr w€ could say:

t 6I A has po\^rer over B means that A's behavior
causes B's behavior, but Ats behavior can not
cause Brs behavior.

lrÏe notice here how simon's characterization t5l is clearly
less contestable than our bastardization t6l. simon's

schema lacks internal contradiction, whereas the latter
part of t6l stul-tifies the whole schema. rn considering
the self-contradictory nature of [6], we see that it ís
more contestabre than [5], since i6l expricitly denies

that which it asserts can gualify as power, and is thereby

thoroughly contestable. Simon's schema, ãt least, is not
precluded from success in such a vray: Simonr ês Gray

states, has the assurance that he "could be right,, (77).

Final1y, if a schema is incomprehensible, it will_ be

more contestable than another which is comprehensible.

This point, it would seem, ís aLmost trivially true:
schemas which are rife with solecisms, garbled sentences,
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etc., will be more contestabÌe than others which make

sense to theorists. A well-stated schema will lend itself
to testability and theoretical considerations, and wíl1

likeIy prove to have some redeeming factors. In contrast,
a garbled, incomprehensible goulash of symbols will have

no theoretical strong points whatsoever.

Coherence, contradiction, and comprehensibility are all
considerations with respect to schematic characterizations

of essentially contested concepts. A schema which is
coherent, lacks contradiction, and is quite

comprehensible, will be less contestable than one which ís
self-contradictory, or incoherent, or incomprehensible.

Coherent, comprehensible schemata will have certain strong
points, perhaps reflected in (for example) better
experimental adequacy, or greater explanatory power.

fncoherent, self-contradictory schemata, on the other

hand, will have no redeeming factors whatsoever: they are

precluded from any strong points by their very nature.

Thus, it would seem as though the essential

contestability thesis does admit to the notion of degrees

of contestability. Granted, there are no strict
quantitative increments to be found, but, as we have seen,

some schemas can stil-I be more or less contestable than

others . IÀIith this in mind, it is evident that the task of
the political theorist (who engages in conceptual
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investigations ) , j-s to attempt to delineate a schematic

characterization of the concept-in-question, which is less

eontestable than the rest (as per the intuitions of

Grafstein and Swanton). This, then, is what we shall do.

tle have argued that all concepts, political or

otherwise, are contestable in some sense; there always

seem to be at least semi-cogent reasons for disputing

them, However, it is also apparent that such

contestability is like global skepticism-- hard to

completely do away v¡ith, yet difficult to take seriously.

Moreover, one would clearly trivíalize the Smportant

essence of certain political concepts, if one were to

seriously say that the concept of I'authority," is as

contestable as the concept of frbachel-or" or ff table. "

Essential contestability, clearIy, pertains to certain

social and political concepts, is rooted in their
normative orl complex nature, and admits of degrees. It may

be well be the case that decidedly normative concepts,

such as, for instance, the concept of justice, do not

admít of degrees of contestability. That is,
characterizations of noûnative essentialLy contested

concepts might well be ecrual]v contestable amongst each

other, due to the potential impossibility involved in
attempting to iudge evaluative positions. However, our

investigation into the concept of power, while affirming
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its essential contestability, denies that there are

significant evaluative elements to be found. Let us,

therefore, attempt an explication of the concept of

political power which is coherent, compLehensible, cogent,

and less contestable than the rest.
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CHAPTER THREE: MODERN CONCEPTIONS OF POlrrER -
THE INTERESTS E "8l'

Having examined several historical- characterizations of

the concept of power, and having assayed the essential

contestability thesj-s, we will now move to an analysis of

modern conceptions of power. Modern conceptions, for the

most part, are cast in schematic form' rrArr in some

relation to rrBrr, where either varj-ab1e usually represents

an ind'ividual or a group. Russell's notion of power (as we

have seen) is one which incorporates such variables, and

is truly a precursor of the modern approach.

In 1957, Dahl kicked off the modern era with his lauded

article "The Concept of Power, " published in Behavioral

Science ( 1 ) . I'Power, " he avers , "is something like this ?' :

A has power over B to the extent that he can get
B to do something he woul-d not otherwise do. "

(2)

Dahl clarifies his schematic conception, arguing that
actual and obserrzable conflict is a criterion for his

characterization of power:

(identifying) who prevails in decision-making. . .
(seems to be) the best way to determine which
individuals and groups have ttmore power[ in
social life, because direct conflict between
actors presents a situation most closely
approximating an experimental test of their
capacities to affect outcomes.

(3)

In I'A Critique of the Ruling Elite Model, " Dahl furLhers

his case. The hypotheticaL notion of a "ruling c1ass,tr he
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argues , can only be maintained j-f :

(there are) cases involvinc key pol-itical
decisions in which the preferences of the
hypothetical ruling elite run counter to those of
any other likely group that might be suggested...
( and ) in such cases the pref erences of the el-ite
regularly prevail.

(4)

The focus of Dahlts schematic conception of power (as

Lukes points out ) , is rtbehavior in the making of

decisionsr' ( 5 ) with reference to actual political issues.

fn a power relationship, according to Dahl, there is an

observable conflict of interests, manifested in policy
preference through standard political participation (e.g.

voting ) .

Dahl's conception of power d<¡es not receive Lukes'

approbation, as Lukes recognizes its "one-dimensionalrt (6)

character. " In brief , " he qr-rites :

the one-dimensional view of power cannot reveal
the less visible srays in which a pluralist system
may be biased in favor of certain groups and
against others.

(7)

Lukesf criticism of Dahl's concept of power p:roves to be

quite acute. frfndividuals and elitês,tt Lukes states,:
may act separately in making acceptable decisions,
but they may act in concert - or even fail to act
at all - in such a way as to keep unacceptable
issues out of politics, thereby pteventing the
system from becoming any more diverse than it is 

(B)

That is, in terms of A and B, A may act in a certain
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fashion, so as to prevent issues from coming forth; thus,

B would have no forum in which to raise his concerns.

Such acts of prevention, on Ars part, do indeed seem to be

examples of exercises of power. C1early, Dahlts focus on

behavior (with respect to concrete decisions & issues )

lacks in conspicuoì-ts ways. there is, it appears, no way

for Dahl's one-dimensional concept of power to adequately

account for either covert conflict, or the suppression of
potential issues in the political- realm.

Althoueh these criticisms of Dahl's conception of power

are fatal, there is yet another objection which could be

raised, concerning the schema 5-n particul-ar. Dahl-

maintains that "A has power over B if A can get B to do

somethj-ng he woul-d not othen^¡ise do" ( 9 ) . A question

emerges: if B were in a situation where A had got him to
Itdo somethingrt' yet Ats presence was not required, with
respect to Brs ultjmate performance of the action-in-
question, would A have exercised power?

ïmagine the following scenario. A jailer responsible

for a political prisoner, waits in a hallway outside of
some government boardrooms. He knows that certain high-

ranking officials are discussing the question of whether

to Iet the prisoner go. Suddenly, the doors to one of the

rooms burst openr èn individual marches out, and he tells
the jailer to let the prisoner go. The jailer humies back
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to the jail, and does so. In this example, evidently,
power was exercised. And, Dahl-'s schema can deal with such

an exercise of power: the jailer (B) did something he

would not others¡ise have done.

A slieht twist to the story, however, is all that is
required to show the inadequacy of Dahlrs conception of

power. Consider the sa¡ne scenario, with one minor

alteration. The jailer waits outside of the government

boardrooms, for a decision regardíng whether to let the

prisoner out. However, this time tÌ.lo sessj-ons are being

held, each in a different boardroom. If the officials in
either meeting decide that the prisoner should go free, he

will go free. The officials in the first boardroom decide

that the prisoner shoul-d be freed, 15 seconds before the

V.I.P.'s from the second boardroom come to the same

concl-usion. An official bursts out of the first boardroom,

and tells the jailer to free the prisoner, just as an

official from the second boardroom explodes into the

haIlway, intendíng to te1l the jailer exactly the same

thing. The jailer hurries off, and frees the prisoner.

In this example, just as in the former scenario, it is
clear that power was exercised. However, in this second

example, the official from the first boardroom (A) got the
jailer (B) to do somethine that he would have othelrrise

done. That is, if the first official had not come out of
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the boardroom, or if the official-s he represented had come

to a different decision, or no decision, or if they never

even existed, the jailer would still have freed the

prisoner by the order of the official from the second

boardroom. In this second seenario, A has povrer over B,

and A exercises that power; yet, B does something that he

would have othe:*rise done.

Clearly, DahI's schematic conception of power is too

narrow in scope: it does not account for the effects of

exercises of power which woul-d, in some cases , have

otherwise been done. This consideration, afong with Lukes'

insightful criticism, evínces the problematic nature of

Dahl- ' s schema.

Peter Bachrach & Morton Baratz have attempted to cope

with DahI's conceptual shortcomings, by proposing a more

comprehensive conception of pov¡er. In their 1,962 article
tfTwo Faces of Power," published in the American Po1itical
Science Review, Bachrach & Baratz argue that power can

bring about a situation in which there may be "littIe or

no behaviorally admissible evidence of power being

exercisedt'(10). Yet, they clajm, in such situations power

is still present. Bachrach & Baratz propose that a

satisfactory analysis of the two faces of power, reguires

an examination of both "decision-making and nondecision-

making" (11). Nondecision-making, according to them, is a
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relatively common phenomenon in which:

an A devotes his energies to creating or
reinforc5-ng social and political values and
institutional practices that ljmit the scope of
the political process to public consideration of
only those issues that are comparatively
innocuous to A.

(t2)

That is, A is concerned (consciously or unconsciously)

with the institutionalization of ljmited options regarding

B, who is a rival for power. In this wäy, evidently, B

finds difficulty in simply raisine issues which could be

contrary to A's preferences.

Bachrach & Baratz illustrate this second face of power,

with a story of a professor who opposes a faculty issue.

In this scenario, the professor decides to speak out at

the next faculty meeting; but when the meeting finally
takes place, he remains silent (13). Bachrach & Baratz

offer three reasons by which this could take place: the

professor might fear being regarded as disloyal to the

faculty, he mieht realize that his particular opinion is
not shared by any of his colleagues, or he might believe

that his proposals would simply never be implemented ( 1/+ ) .

This notion of confl-ict at the level of raising issues,

of which Bachrach & Baratz are so fond, is originally
found in Schattschneider's work. In I'The Two Faces of

Power,rr Bachrach & Baratz cite his heralded lines:
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All forms of political organization have a bias
in favour of the exploitation of some kinds af
conflict and the suppression of others because
organization is the mobilisatj-on of bias. Some
issues are organized into politics while others
are organized out.

(tt+)

Bachrach & Banatz call- Schattschneider's notion of the

"organizing out" of issues, the |tnondecision-making

process.tt This process, cIearly, is intimatel-y tied to the

notion of I'the mobilisation of biast'; a notion which they

explicate thus:

[It is] a set of predominant values, beliefs,
rituals, and institutional procedures (trules of
the game') that operate systematically and
consistently to the benefit of certain groups,
and at the expense of others.

(16)

trle notice here, how the notion of the "expense of others'
is incorporated by Bachrach & Baratz. This idea, it would

seem, is crucial to their conception of nondecision-making

in power:

(a nondecision is) a decision that results in the
suppression or thwarting of a latent or manifest
challenge to the values or interests of the
decision-maker.,.a means by which demands for
change in the existing allocation of benefits andprivileges in the community can be suffocated
before they aÌe even voiced; or kept covert; or
killed before they gain access to the relevant
decicion-making arer¡a; or, failing all_ these
things, maimed or destroyed in the decision-
implementing stage of the policy process.

(17 )

As Lukes points out, Bachrach & Baratz differ with Dahl

with respect to the question of decision- and nondecision-
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making; yet they are still sjmilar in a way: they both

stress the requirement of fractuaL, observabl-e c.onflict,
overt or covert" (18). Like DahI, Bachrach & Baratz

explicitly claim that, if conflict is absent,:

the presumption must be that there is no
consensus on the prevailing all-ocation of values,
in which case nondeeision-making is impossible.

(1_9)

That is to sày, Bachrach & Baratz? conception of power

involves the notion of observable conflict, "seen as

embodied in express policy preferences and sub-political
grievarrcestr (2O), as a necessary criterion.

Understanding Bachrach & Baratz' position, let us cite
the passage in their v¡ork which best summarizes thej-r

conception of power in a schematic form:

Of course power is exercised when A particj-pates
in the making of decisions that affect B. Power
is also exercised when A devotes his energies to
creating or reinforcing social- and political
values and institutional practices that limit the
scope of the political process to public
consideration of only those issues which are
comparatively innocuous to A. To the extent that
A succeeds in doing this, B is prevented, for all
practical purposes, from bringing to the fore any
issues that mj-eht in their resolution be
seriously detrimental- to A?s set of preferences...
to the extent that a person or group - consciousLy
or unconsciously - creates or rej-nforces barriers
to the public airing of poliey conflicts, that
person or group has power.

(27)

Lukes' criticism of Bachrach & Baratz is very concise,

and elucidates the problematic efements of their
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asconceptualization of power. Dahl's conception of poerer,

we have seen, appears to have what Lukes calls a 'one-
dimensionalt' (22) character; Bachrach & Baratz' notion,
Lukes argues , is "two-dimens j-onal" ( i. e. more

comprehensive, but still inadequate ) .

The probl-em with Bachrach & Baratz' characterization of
power, Lukes states, is that:

it confines itself to studying situations where
the mobilisation of bias can be attributed to
individual-s' decisions that have the effect ofpreventing currently observable grievances
(overt or covert) from becoming issues within thepolitical process.

(23 )

That is, Bachrach & Baratz' conception of power reads to

"superficial-" (24) analyses; the "mobilisation of bias,"
according to them, is only to be considered in the context
of actual decisions (or nondecisions) concerning the

prevention of political grievances from rearing their
heads in the political theatre.

fn a careful consideration of Bacrach 6. Baratzr

investigation of poverty, race, and politics in Baltimore
(25), Lukes finds their study to be shalrowry inadequate.
rrA deeper analysis, " Lukes maintaíns, :

would aÌso concern itself with all the complex
and subtle r.rays in which the j-nactivity of
leaders and the sheer weight of institutions-political, industrial, and educational - served
for so long to keep the blacks out of Baltimorepolitics; and indeed for a long time kept them
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from even trying to get into it.
(26)

Clear1y, Lukes has a point: the political inactivity of

individuals is definitely salient to a comprehensive

conception of power. Although observable conflict (in, for
instance, the form of decisions & nondecisions) is an

important element of political power, it would appear

to be the case that (as Lukes argues) such things as

decisions, policy preferences, and observable confl-ict do

not fully comprise power.

There is, however, another essential element of

Bachrach & Baratz' characterízation of power which betrays

a fundamental shortcoming of their overall notion. As we

have seen, Bachrach & Baratzr conception involves

Schattschneiderts idea of the "mobil-isation of bias,"
which:

operate(s) systematically and consístently to the
benefit of certain persons and groups and at the
expense of others.

(2e )

tüe have also seen that, in explicating theiï conception of
power, Bachrach & Baratz claim that:

to the extent that a person or group - consciously
or unconsciously - creates or reinforces barriers
to the public airing of policy conflicts, that
person or group has power.

( 30 )

Bachrach & Baratz, in s5-mply proposing that 'rbarri-erstt are

essential to the nature of power, and that power
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consistently operates "to the exÞense of others, " clearly
show the lack of purview inherent in their notion of
power. That is to sày, power does not always operate in
such a e¡ay ( i. e. against the interests of B ) ; of ten times,
power is exercised in a fashion which is beneficial to B.

Before we exemplify this fundamentally problematic

element of Bachrach & Baratz' conception of power, let us

consider Lukes' and Connolly's characterizations of the

concept. Lukes, as we have seen, provides astute

observations regarding the conceptual shortcomings of both

Dahl's and Bachrach & Baratz' work. Yet, in Power: A

Radical View, his emergent conceptualization of power also
proves to be too narrow.

Lukes' conception of power is schematically stated as

follows:

A exercises pov¡er over B when A affects B in a
manner contrary to B's interests.

(31)

Interests, that is, real interests, are seen by Lukes to
be clearry distinct from preferences (i,e, èn individual-ts
purported interests). The preferences of a person, he

argues, "may be the product of a system that works against

their interests" (32); thus, real interests are (as

connorly also claims ) actually related to what the person

woul-d want, if they "were abl-e to make the choicet' (33)

between the outcomes of different policies. Lukesr notion
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of power, then, conceives of ttinterestsrt not as socially-
produced preferences, but as choices s¡hich would be made,

were it possible for the individual-(s)-in-question to

choose between the resul-ts of different options.

Connol-Iy's discussion of the concept of power in The

Terms of Politica1 Discourse, yields a characterization
not unlike Lukes' , Like Lukes, Conno1J-y argues that
exercises of power orrlv take place when A constrains B's

real interests. He writes:
A exercises povrer over B when he is responsible
for some x that increases the costs, risks, oï
difficulties to B in promoting B's desires or in
recognising or promoting B's interests oî
obligatior¡s. A has power as potential, then, when
he could but does not limit B in the ways
specified; A exercises that power when the
constraint x is so introduced or maintained.

( 34 )

Connolly takes essentially the same position as Lukes,

with respect to the question of the distinction (or lack
thereof ) between ttpreferencestt and trinterests. tt However,

Connolly's position has a facet of further interest: he

argues that persuasion is not a form of power (35).

Connolly maintains that such notions as "persuasion,
manipulation, (and) coerciont' (36) involve to some extent
the ancillarlr idea of choice:

Each notion presupposes that the agents involved
have a capacity for choice; and in those cases
where the predicate 'power' is applicable, either
the recipient's capacity for choice or his ability
to act how he chooses has somehow been impaired.
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To persuade another...is to give him reasons that
help to inform his choice. Neither his capacity
for choice nor his ability to act on his choice
has been ímpaired by persuasion

(37 )

Connolly's c1aim, it appears, is that persuasion is not a

species of power, since persuasion does not restrict or

constrain the capacity for choice, whereas such things as

manipulation, coercion, deterrence, etc.. do affect an

individual's ability to choose.

Although Connolly's conception of power proves to lack
in another uray (specifically, in the requirement that
power be exercised always against B's real interests), we

still take issue with his distinction here between

persuasion and manipulation. Does persuasion consist in
giving reasons that help choice, while not impairing the

ability to act?

It could easily be argued that the whole idea and

intent of persuasion, is to give cogent arguments so as to
change the beliefs of another-- even if it is just to the

extent that they have t'mote information" and are "better
informed." During a conversation, for instance, Iet us say

that A persuades B (in connolly's sense), giving him some

helpfur information about a presidentiaÌ candidate. Here,

A provides cogent, l-ogically sound arguments concerning

the candidate, which B absorbs. Does B have any choíce in
this matter? Connolly wants to distinguish between
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persuasion and manipulation on the grounds that persuasion

does not restrict B's ability to choose. It is clear,
however, that B was somewhat different before A came along

(i.e. B had different beliefs), and it is at least
questionable as to whether B had any choice regarding the

acceptance of A's logically coercive information.

Moreover, it seems evident that the intent of persuasion

involves at l-east some amount of belief, on A's part, that
B lacks in some respect, and should have more information.

Neverthefess, the distinction between persuasion and

manipulation might still be maintained by some; we may not

have provided Iogically coercive reasons to show that the

distinction is actually a chimerical one, Thus, we will
shov¡ how Connolly's characterization of power lacks, even

if his distinction between persuasion and manipulation

holds.

Bachrach & Baratz, Lukes, and Connolly all propose

conceptions of power which are too narrow in scope. These

theorists [as do severar others (38)] arl argu.e that power

is exercised only if A affects B, in a fashion which is
detri¡nental to B's real interests. However, as De

Crespigny suggests, por.rer is not just exercj-sed in
situations of conflict "where there is a coll_ision of
interests and one actor toverpowers' another" (39). Gray,

too, is candid on this matter-- in "Politica1 power,
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Socia1 Theory, and Essential Contestability,tt he states:
f cannot see why the attribute of power should be
restricted to social interactions v¡here one agent
affects detrimentally the interests of another.
No such restriction is found in ordinary thought
and language, and imposing one by stipulatíon has
counter- intuiti-ve results .

(40)

there are theorists (such as Barry, in his work

Political Arsument), clearly, who argue that the noti.on of
interests consists entirely in want-satisfaction (4j_),

rather than in the a posteriori choice between a number of
possible options. That is, Connolly and Lukes do not make

their objectivist argument with respect to interests,
without meeting disagreement from such subjectivists as

Barry. Nevertheless, w€ can easily imagine a possible

situation, in which an individual-'s subjective desires are

co-linear with his (in Lukes' and Connolly's view)

objective interests. hlith this in mind, let us construct
another scenario, which evinces the narrow essence of
conceptions of power based j-n the frustration of B's

interests.

Consider the following situation: a worker toils away

busily in a state factory. It is election day, and he is
considering which candidate he shourd vote for. The worker

knows that two of the three parties wying for office are

dedicatgd to the dissolution of his job, and, more

frighteningly, the execution of him and his co-workers.
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The other partyrs platform is much more moderate: it
maintai-ns that both the jobs and lives of the country's
working-class are obviously important.

our worker wants to go out to the polling station to
vote; yet, he knows that he can't simply leave his post.

Unfortunately, it is rather late in the day, and the
porline stations are about to close-- it appears as though

our worker has procrastínated to the extent that he will
not be able to vote at aII.

Suddenly, the factory manager stops production to ask

whether any of the workers have not yet voted. rt happens

to be the case, that our worker is the only person who has

not. The factory manageï telLs our worker to head over to
Èhe polling station immediately, and also tetls him to
vote for the moderate party. our worker leaves his post,

and hurries off to vote.

Twenty minutes later, the worker returns: he has voted

for the moderate party. Ultimately, the moderate party
wins by a smal-1 margin, and the life, job, and general

well-being of our worker is secured.

In this situation, we cognize

pourer by the factory manager: the

manager's orders, doing something

he would not have otherwise done

a sal-ient exercise of

worker foll-owed the
(as Dahl would say) that

(i.e. heading off to vote
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during worktime, and voting for the moderate party). Yet,

this exercise of power was not against the interests of B

(the worker). As we have seen, Lukes and Connol-l-y maintain

that a person's real interests consist in what policy they

wouLd choose, if they were able to experience the results
of each option. In this scenario, the manager clearly does

not exercise power against the workerts real interests,
since the result of voting for the more moderate party

enhances the worker's life, whereas the result of voting

for either of the other partíes (or not voting at all-),
would result in the worker's death. Power, in this
instance, is exercised by the manager in the worker's

interests: the worker, were he able to choose between his
options, would, in retrospect, have voted for the more

moderate party (as opposed to not voting and perhaps

causing the moderate party to lose, or voting for one of

the other parties ) .

It al-so becomes apparent that whether we conceive of
t' j-nterests" as do Connolly and Lukes, or if we maintain

that interests are instead co-extensive with preferences,

makes no real difference. fn our scenario, wê suppose that
the worker also desires or prefers to vote for the

moderate party while he is at his post. That is, the sort
of conception of ftintereststr we adopt will not affect the

apparent fact that polrer can be exercised in B's
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interests.

ft is further evident that we avoid Connolly's

distinction between persuasion and manipulation in this
scenarj-o. The worker is not "persuadedt' here; rather, he

is ordered to vote for the moderate party by his manager.

Granting Connollyrs distinction (for the sake of
argument), it is still crear that power can be exercised

in the interests of B.

lhus, it would appear as though any conception of
poezer, which maintains that power can only be exercised

aeainst the interests of B, is too narrow in focus. This

is not to say that power is always exercised in B's
interests; connolly and Lukes are obviousry correct to the

extent that power is sometimes (perhaps often) exercised

agaS-nst the interests of B. Our investigation of power,

then, has led us to a chary first conclusion: that poweï

can be exercised both in and aeainst the interests of B.

And, a fortiori, we could say that any conception of power

which maintains that exercises of power are arways against
(or arways in) Brs interests, is a conceptualization which

lacks in purview.
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CHAPTER FOUR: POTATER AND THE IN|EMIIONS
& INTERESTS g l|A',

Russell-, as we have seen, can certainly be called a

precursor to more modern conceptions of power. His was

the first notably schematic and intention-oriented
characterization of power, which has served as the basis

for several contemporary theorists' views (1-). However,

under close examination, it appears to be the case that
power is not necessarily tied to A's lthe powerholder(s)]

intentions. Further, it also becomes quite clear that
power operates in a realm outside of Ats foreseen effects,
deliberation, preferences, and so-cal1ed rtreal-" interests
as well. Granted, these clajms (especially when

juxtaposed alongside those of the former chapter) sound

utterly counter-intuitive; to seriously argue that pol¡er

works separately from the intentions, deliberations,
preferences, foreseen effects, and interests of A, seems

to be crazy. Intuitions, unfortunately, are often wrong.

Let us investigate the nature of power, in terms of Ats

intentions and interests.

First, w€ will iterate Russellrs schema, which was

previously discussed 5-n Chapter One:

Power may be defined as the production of
intended effects.

the key notion here, is intention. The effects of A, in

(2)
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this conception of power, are only powerful insofar as

they are intended; unintended effects do not count as

exercises of power. Dennis ttrong, author of power: Its
Forms, Bases and Uses, is a more modern theorist who has

recently modifed Russel-1ts conception, arguing that power

consists in "intended and effective i_nfluence" ( 3 ) . fn
tlrong's view, power is:

the capacity of some persons to produce intended
and foreseen (emphasis added) effects on others.

(4)

An Smportant modification has been made to Russel_I's

schema in tfrongrs conceptualization: a criterion of
intentionality has been added. That is to sèy, in frürong's

conception of power, A requires an ancillary ability: A

must be abl-e to foresee v¡hat will happen to B ( i. e. how B

will respond), when B is subjected to A's exercise of
power.

lwo charges could easily be made against lrlrong's

schema. First, we might state that to require (as a
necessarl¿ criterion) that A foresee how B will react, for
an exercise of power to take place, is qu5_xotic. Wrong's

requirement, it would appear, is one which asks that A be

practically omniscient; something which A is evidently
not. Moreover, conund.rums emerge when we consider the

political act of voting. At the time when individuals
vote, obviously, they do not know how the election will
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turn out. Yet, if no people can foresee the election of

the party which they ultimately vote into office (as is
the case ) , then, according to TrJrong, no power is exercised

by the voters.

The second charge against lrJrong's schema, is directed

toward Russellrs original impetus: the reguirement of

intended effects on Ats behalf. this concern, clearly, has

a considerable purview; most conceptions of power

incorporate the notion that the intention of A is of

crucial importance. P. H. Partridge, however, in his

article rtSome Notes on the Concept of Power", provides an

excellent criticism of those eonceptions of power which

hold Ats intentions as a criterion. He avers:

it appears, roughly, speaking, that unintended
effects are equated with beíng influenced when B
becomes more like A, adopts his opinions, or his
preferences, or his way of living: the once much-
discussed'embourgeoisiementtof the working class
is perhaps a sociological example of influence in
the form of unintended effects, and one that
supports the point already made that a realistic
account of socj-al power can hardly afford to
ignore infl-uence as the production of unintended
effects.

(s)

Partridge, in this passage, makes an excellent point which

is amenable to Lukes' I'three-dimensional" (6) view of
power. Here, it is remarked that non-conscious, or, at
least, the unintentional effects produced by A in B (i.e.

B co-opting A's ways of life) are definitely within the

scope of power.
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Partridgets overall view of power, however, does

invol-ve a certain delimitation of the realm of unintended

effects. lfhen B becomes more like A' he argues, A

exercises power. Yet, Partridge states that unintended

influence v¡hich does not lead B to be more like A, is not

a species of power:

On the other hand, if the unintended effect the
parent has on the child is to stiffen the child's
determination to be as different from the parent
as possible, such influence would not be taken as
an instance of power.

(7)

Partridge's conception of power, then, is one which

acknowledges the salience of some unintended effects, but

denies that certain unintended effects, namely, those

which do not make B more like A, are exercises of Power.

Dahl- and Oppenheim are two theorists whose conceptions

of power contrast with those of Russell , lrlrong, and

Partridge ( I ). And, neither Dahl- nor OPpenheim subscribes

to the delimitations on unintended effects placed by

Partridge. Dahl, for example, writes of a certain
trnegative po!./ertt:

If, whenever I ask my son to stay home on
Saturday morning to mow the lawn, ñy request has
the inevitabl-e effect of inducing him to go
swimming, when he would other-wise have stayed
home, I do have a curious kind of negative power
over him' 

(9)

Clear1y, Dahl is in disagreement with Partridge here;

Partridge has argued that exercises of influence, which do
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not make B more l-ike A, are not exercises of power (l-0).

Nevertheless, Dahl's position appears to be quite a bit

stronger on this particuÌar point, insofar as it

incorporates such actual , ttnegativet' events as are

described above. I¡rIe real-i,ze, of course, that Dahl 's notion

of rrnegative power" is a positivistic one; he has

maintained that power can only be said to be exercised in

situations where there is an observable conflict of

interests (i.e. expressed policy preferences) (11).

Oppenheim, on the other hand, seems to purport to a

conception of power which is not so limited. In his

admirable work, Dimensions of Freedom, Oppenheim refers to

exercises of power both in situations of persuasion and

disuasion, in a non-positivistic sense. In fact,

Oppenheim's conceptualization of povrer is one of the more

cogent that we will- encounter, and serves well to help

show the sense and viability of unintended exercises of

power.

Power, Oppenheim writes, and influence (which is
subsumed by power, according to his view), can be

exercised t'in a direction contrary to the influencer's

intentions and v¡ishes" (LZ). For example, he argues,:

Advertisers intend to persuade the public to buy
the advertised product, but...Coca Cola signs on
the Grand Canal might have the opposite effect.

(13)
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That is, such advertising might dissuade more sensitive

tourists from buying the product ( 14 ) . In such a

sítuation, it would appear to be the case that power is
exercised against A's intentions.

A further example from Oppenheim, however, truly
demonstrates how conceptions of power based in the

intentions of A Lack in scope. He contextual-izes his
example in terms of effects which are detrimental to B,

and obviously unintended by A:

The members of a congressional investigations
committee may or may not intend to destroy the
reputation of a witness; even when they do so
intentionally, they probably do not want to
deprive him of his livelihood and to prevent
him from finding other employment; yet, this
may be the conseguence of a hearing.

(l-s )

Oppenheim shows his erudition here. It is evident that, ín

such an example, power is exercised by the committee (A)

over the witness (B). Even though none of the committee

members intends to make it the case that the witness

cannot find employment, after they assassinate his
character, it is yet an effect of the hearing. fn

Oppenheim?s example, the committee exercises its power

(intended or uníntended) to adversely affect the witness'

life.

Even though Oppenheim does well to disabu.se us of the

notion that power is exercised only in accordance with A's
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intentions, he falls somewhat short in the restrictions
which he pLaces on exercises of power. Although, as we

have seen, Oppenheim cLaims that exercises of power are

not limited to the intended effects of A, he argues that,
for power to be exercised, there must be a deliberate
action on A's part:

I maintain that, while all acts of power are
deliberate, that is, at least to some degree
consciously motivated, power may be exercised
unintentional Iy.

(16)

In explicating the distinction between deliberate and

intentional acts, Oppenheim states:

l,rlhenever I act deliberately, I i_ntend (emphasis
added) to real-íze a certain goal.

(L7 )

Tt woul-d appear to be the case, unfortunately, that
Oppenheim stultifies himself; deliberate acts, he

explains, are all intended, Thus, deliberate acts are not

clearly distinct from intended acts; rather, they are a
sub-species of them. Let us assume that Oppenheim does not

purport to such a problematic definition of deliberate
acts; the notion of deliberation (as he indicates i-n the

former of the above two passages ) can be delineated in
another fashion.

If deliberate acts are "at least to some degree

consciously motivated, " then we can see at least a

potential-l-y viabLe demarcation between intended and
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deliberate acts. A deliberate act, in this sense, would be

an act which A consciously thinks about. That is, A will
have to at least consciously consíder the act which he

ul-tjmately performs, for power to be exercised. In this
wêy, Oppenheim argues, a sleepwalker will not exercise any

power (18).

The problem with the criterion of del-iberation, aside

from the fact that it seems to be practical-ly inextricable
from some sort of intention (which, as sre have seen, he

realizes is not necessarily linked to power), is that it
does not seem to be crucial to the essence of power. In

other words, deliberation does not appear to be a
necessary

condition of power. Some exercises of po$¡err ãs Bachrach &

Baratz have pointed out, do not appear to require

deliberation at all. In Power arrd Povertv, they write:
to the extent that a person or group -consciously
or ì-lnconsciously- creates or reinforces barrj-ers
to the public airing of policy conflicts, that
person or group has power.

(le)

ff, as Bachrach & Baratz aver, a politician unconsciously

(i.e. without conscious consideration, deLiberation)

mobilizes his t'bias, " erhen he uses and alters
institutional procedures to his own benefit (but at the

expense of others ) , that politician can be said to
exercise power (2O).
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Bachrach & Baratz' point is well--taken; political

figures do indeed seem to exercise power, when they

unconsciously work j-n and on an institutional framework,

and their actions result in some form of conflict amongst

individuals or groups. Furthermore, Partridge's remarks

about "B becoming more like A'r (2t), as we have seen, are

like Bachrach & Baratzt point in a way: according to

Partridge:

we may say that A has pov¡er over B in the sense
that he, albeit unconsciously (emphasis added),
decides for B, is the dominant character of the
pair.

(22)

Neither intention nor deliberation, then, appears to be

a necessary condition of an exercise of power. Yet, there

is another position which eschews intention and

deliberation, and locates po\{er in the preferences of A.

Nagel, in his Descriptive Analvsis of Power, proffers an

argument concerning the purportedly necessary condition of

A's preferences in a power relation.

Nagel argues that A's intentions and deliberations are

not what is truly important in a power relation. Rather,

he proposes, it is the preferences of A which matter. He

gives a schematic characterization of power:

A power relation, actual or potential, is an
actual or potential causal relation between the
preferences of an actor regarding an outcome and
the outcome itself.

(23)
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isAs Nagel says, the "causal variable" (21+) in the schema

the actor's preference, but not the actor himself. Thus,

he claims, :

The statement t'A exercised poÞ¡er over B" is to be
construed as rrAts preferences caused Bts
behaviortt.

(25)

In this conception of power, what we immediately real-ize
j-s that Nagel's notion of preferences are coextensive with
the subjectivist interests of A. That is, his conception

of power does not rest upon A's intentions, or A's

deliberations; power', in his view, is instead related to
A's rrpreference for the outcome caused" (26). Nagel is
very lucid on this poínt:

In defining power as causation by preferences, I
have opted to keep the concept within the
empiricist tradition, which bases analyses on
subjective wants. To do otherwise, it seems to me,
would make "povrertt more rel-evant to normative
than to empirical analysis, sínce it is hard to
obtain agreement about objective interests.

(27 )

The subjectivist view of interests -preferences- which he

maintains, is contrasted here with objectivj-st interests
[which Connolly and Lukes incorporate (28)). Although

Nagel's is a position which is quite unique, and is also
quite coherent, it too is flawed; unfortunately, what

becomes cl-ear is that exercises of posrer take place

outside of the purported rrintereststt -subjective or

objective- of A.
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The problem in those theorists' conceptions of power

which set these delimitine criteria on A's behal-f (i.e.

intention, deliberation, or interest), is that they are

too narrow in scope. In a cons j-deration of

misinterpretation, that is, what occurs when B

mj-sinterprets A, in what appears to be a salient and

palpable exercise of power, the nar:rowness of such

theoristsr focus come to lieht.

De Crespigny, once again, leads us to an understanding

of the unnecessary nature of intentions, deliberations,

and interests, in his well-written article "Power and j-ts

Forms. I' Primarily, he gives an example which shows the

inadequacy of conceptualizations of power based in the

intentions of A. However, mutatis mutan'dis, De Crespignyrs

remarks point towards the unnecessary essence of A's

interests, in terms of exercises of power, too. He states:

there is a type of situation in which one might
want to say that power is being exerted in spite
of the fact that B fails to act in conformity
with A's intentions. This is where B acts in
accordance with what he believes to be A's
intentions, and as he would not othenrise act,
but where his belief is a mistaken one, either
because A has other intentions or because he has
no relevant intentions at all.

(ze )

tlhen B simpl-y fails to act in accordance with A's

intentions, De Crespigny maintains, aLthough B tries and

Irants to satisfy Ars intentions, power is exercised.

Although De Crespigny himsel-f appears to be somewhat wary
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of such a step, he seems to be right on the mark. Let us

construct a scenario which shows the veracity of his

tentative point.

The scenario which we will construct, will not just

show how power is exercised outside of A's intentions, but

how it is exercised outside of A's interests as well. lrÏe

will discuss, after the scenario is presented, how none of

A's intention, preference (i.e. Nagel's "subjective
interestt'), or objective interest (i.e. Connolly and

Lukes' notion of "realr' interests) is satisfied in the

evident and ostensive por¿rer relation.

Imagine the following scenario: A clandestine meeting

of revolutionaries is taking p1ace, with representatives

from several large political groups present. The group

leaders are all seated around a large table, âs they

listen attentively to their radical demagogue rant about a

forthcoming election. The demagogue (A) tells al-l of the

group Leaders that, if they are to have any of their
interests recognized, they must al-l- ra1Iy their forces and

vote for candidate Jones. The meeting ends, and the group

leaders go their separate ways,

One of the group leade¡s (B), however, misinterprets

the message of the demagogue (A)-- he goes back to his
area, aird tel-ls all of his people to vote for Smith. He
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does not do so out of spite or malice; he sincerely

believes that the demagogue said to vote for Smith. the

group leader's people vote for Smith, and a party is
elected which ultjmately captures and imprisons the

demagogue and all of the revolutionaries.

In this example, A exercises power over B. The group

Ieader listens to the demagogue at the meeting, intend5-ng

to do what is asked of him. He also makes a sincere effort
to do the bidding of the demagogue, tries his best, and

unfortunately comes up quite short. Here, A gets B to do

something he would probably not do; the group leader would

not teLl his people to vote for Smith, unless he thought

that the demagogue said to do so. In other words, A causes

B to believe and do something which, although it is not in
accordance with A's preferences, intentions, or interests
(subjective or objective), does quite evidently appear to
be an exercise of power on Ars part.

It would thus seem to be the case that none of A's

intentions, deliberations, interests, or preferences are

necessary efements in a typical exercise of power. tlhen A

causes B to do something, as we have seen, it can easily
backfire; that is, A's interests, intentions, and

preferences are sometimes countermanded or over-r-un in
a povler relationship. Deliberation, too, does not appear

to be necessary to the exercise of political pov¡er-- the
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"organizing in and out of issues" (30) can, as Bachrach &

Baratz have shown, easily occur unconscj_ously. And,

lrlrong's criterion of "foreseen effects" is quite clearly
quixotic: it cannot account for important socio-political
phenomena such as voting, nor does it appear to
accommodate the unconscious "mobilisation of bias"

described by Bachrach & Baratz i-n Power and Povertv (3i-).

Since the intentions, interests, preferences, foreseen

effects, and deliberations of individuals are not

necessarlz elements of a power relation, W€ can conclude

that pohTer operates outside of them. fn other words when

power is on occasj-on linked to (for instance) A's

intentions, it is so contineentlv, since power courses

through a realm which envelops both that which humans

intend, and that which they do not. Although, as we will
soon see, power does not operate in a sphere completelv

detached from humans, it does indeed manifest itself in a

realm which is by no means delimited by individuat
interest or intention.
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CHAPTffi. FIVE: POhIER AND DISTANCIATION

Paul Ricoeur's significance, from the perspective of

the socio-political theorist, is unquestionably great. His

massive biblioeraphy consj-sts of al-most three hundred

items, all of which evince his profound sagacity.

Throughout his life, Ricoeur has wri-tten theoretical
treatises that have proven to be very germane to politics;

one of his greatest works, which gives excellent insight
into his modern thought, is his essay entitled "The

Hermeneutical- Function of Distanciation, " first published

in Phil-osophv Todav, in t97 3 .

ïn an examination of the essay, it is revealed that
Ricoeur proffers a pentapartite distanciation, between

the individual and the real-ms of speaking, writing, and

text. This distanciation, we realize, turns out to be

remarkably similar to the interstice that we el-ucidated

between actual exercises of poszer, and the five modes of

human existence which, as we have seen, are contingently
related to power: the intentions, interests, preferences,

deliberations, and foreseen effects of A.

There is an antimorry, Ricoeur

from Gadamerts magnum opus Truth

opposition between distanciation
begins:

states, which emerges

and Method: the apparent

and participation. He
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This opposition is an antimony because it gives
rise to an undesirable alternative: on the one
hand, alienating dístanciation is the attitude
that makes the objectification which reigns in
the human sciences possible; on the other hand,
this distanciation that is the very condition
which accounts for the scientific status of the
scíences is at the same time a break that
destroys the fundamental and primordial relation
by which we bel-ong to and participate in the
historical- real-ity which we clajm to construct as
an object.

(1)

The distanciation proposed by the natural scientj-sts,
Rj-coeur argues, makes objectífication possible; however,

it also lends itserf to the homologous destruction of the

notion of participation. The very title of Gadamer's work

(i.e. fruth and Method), Ricoeur proposes, is a pithy
representation of such a distanciating position: either
one adopts the I'methodologícal attitude, " thereby

foregoing ontological import, or one takes up the notion
of "truth,rr thereby being forced out of objectivity (Z).

Ricoeur claims that his particular reflections (in this
articl-e) stem from a f'flat refusal" (3) of the dilemma;

that is, rather than accept the dichotomy offered by

'f Truth and Method, " he seeks to 'ttranscend itrt ( 4 ) . The

dominating problemati-c, he suggests, which testifies to a

sort of di-stanciation that differs from the objectivist
conception, is found in the text:

Here, in effect, a positive, and íf I may say so,
a fruitful notion of distanciation is
reintroduced. For me the text is much more than aparticular case of interhuman communication, it
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is the paradigm of the distanciation of all
communication. As such ít reveals a fundamental
character of the historicity of human experience,
communication within and by means of distance.

(s)

In this passage, Ricoeur is candid. The conception of

distanciation v¡hich he plans to propose will be

"fruitfu1," and advanced to the fore through an

examination of the nature of the text, since the text
captures all communicative modes of dístanciation ( 6 ) .

Ricoeur argues that discourse, be it written or spoken,

constitutes an event (7). "The notion,r' he writes,:
of discourse as event is not only legitimate but
even necessary once we consider the passage from
a linguistícs of language or of code to a
linguistics of discourse or of message.

(8)

Althoueh the distinction between language and speech

(langue et parole) comes from Saussure, the duality
between syntax and message is seen in such linguistíc
theorists as Chomsky (i.e. in his correlative notions of

competence and performance) (9).

The nature of discourse as event (the discourse-event)

is relatively complex; it has guj-te a multifarious
character. First, Ricoeur cla5ms, :

discourse is realized temporally and in the
present, whereas the system of language is
virtual and out of time. In this sense sre can,
with Benveniste, speak of the "instant of
discourse" to designate the occurrences of
diScourse as event.

(10)
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That ís to sêy, the system of language is seen to be

achronic, and therefore not eventual. Discourse, on the

other hand, is argued by Ricoeur to be temporal and in the

present, which helps to gíve it the status of an actual

event.

The second feature of the discourse-event (again taken

in contrast with Language as a whole), is its reference to

a subject. Ricoeur states:

whereas language has no subject in the sense
that the question "Idho speaks?" does not apply at
this leveI, discourse refers back to its speaker
by means of a complex of indicators such as the
personal pronouns. In this sense we can say tha+-
the instance of di-scourse is self-referentiaL.
The character of event is now attached to the
person of the speaker and the event consists in
this, that someone is speaking, that someone
expresses himself in taking up speech.

( 11)

Here, Ricoeur maintains that whereas language as a whole

is without reference to a subject, discourse does refer to

a subject through the incorporation of, for instance,

personal pronouns. In realizing that this is indeed an

element of the nature of d.iscourse, he argues, one becomes

able to attach the purported event to someone who speaks.

Ricoeur states that there is a third sense in which

discourse is an event. Whereas linguistic signs, he

aversr:

refer only to other signs within the sarne system
with the result that language has no more a world
than it has a time or subjectivity, discourse is
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always about something. It refers to a worl-d
which it is supposed to describe, express, or
represent.

(72)

Not only does discourse refer to a subject, Ricoeur

maintains, but it is also 'rabout somethingtt ; that is, it

refers to a world. Language in general, in contrast, makes

no reference to any world: it has no time or subject, and

does not bring about (by itself) the world.

The fourth and final characteristic of the discourse-

event, is one of exchange between subjects. rflrrlhereas

language is no more than a preliminary condition, I' states

Ricoeur,:

of that communication to which it furnishes íts
codes, it is in discourse that all messages are
exchanged. In thís sense, discourse afone not
only has a world, but an other, another person, a
hearer to whom it is addressed. The event, in
this last sense, is the temporal phenomenon of
exchange, the establishing of a dialogue which
can be entered into, prolonged, or interrupted.

(13)

The element of exchange, of an "other," is the final
characteristic of the discourse-event. In discursive

exchange, it is argued, a temporally significant dialogue

is produced, which can be continued or ended at any time.

Thus, Ricoeur maintains that the díscourse-event is actual

and significant for four reasons; it has: temporality, a

subject, a world, and an other with whom discourse takes

pl-ace.
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Ricoeur proceeds to argue that the discourse-event is
not the single el-ement which constitutes discourse as a

whole. Rather, he sees a dialectic of event and meaning

which, together, fully explicate the essence of dÍscourse.

Ricoeur v¡rites:

tle must now shed some light on the second pole,
that of meaning, because the distanciation that
makes writing possible, and the production of
discourse as a work, and all the other factors
that enrich the notion of distanciation, come from
the tension between these two pol-es...To introduce
this dialectic of event and meaning, I propose to
say that, if all discourse is actualized as event,
all discourse is understood as meaning.

(14)

In this passage, Ricoeur delirreates the cognitive manner

in which he will renew Gadamerrs notion of distanci-ation:

by introducing a dialectic of discourse-event and meaning.

Furthermore, in postulating such a dialectic, he maintains

that the concepts of discourse-event and meaning will be

found to be inextricably bound together.

It is in the "linguistics of speech," Ricoeur claims,

that "event and meani-ng articulate themselves" (15).

However, he reaLizes, there is a problem which emerges

with respect to the understanding of the relationshi_p

between event and meaning:

Just as Language in actualizing itself goes
beyond itsel-f in the speech event, so speech in
entering into the process of understanding goes
beyond itself j-n the meaning. This surpass j-ng of
the event in the meaning is a characteristic of
speech itself . . .The verlz first distanciation
therefore is the distanciation of tfie saying in
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the said (emphasis added).
(16)

Ricoeur, here, articulates his fírst conception of the

distanciatj-on in meaning: the surpassing of the saying in
the said. Drawing on the work of Austin and Searle (i,e.

theír conception of the 'rspeech-act" ), Ricoeur states that
the act of speaking is constituted on three essential

leve1s: [1] the locutionary acti l2l the illocutionary
act; and I3l the perlocutionary act (L7).

The l-ocutíonary act, Ricoeur maintains, is the act of

saying. That is, it is the purely propositional act

itself, which is ídentifiable as it is exteriorized in an

actual sentence. The illocutionary act, it appears, is the

forcefulness of saying: that which one does in saying.

Illocution is quite similar to l-ocution, in that it is
also often grammatically inscribed (i.e. illocution
incorporates indicative modes, i-rnperatives, subjunctives,

etc. ). However, the illocutionary act is seen to be less

inscribed than the locutionary act, since phenomena such

as prosody (e.g. mimicry and gesture) are not found in the

locution of spoken discourse.

Perl-ocuti:Tr, Ricoeur avers, is the f'l-east inscribable
act of discourse" ( 18 ) ; perlocution is that which is done

by saying, the effects which are produced. For instance,

if one were to tel1 another to "Close the Door!t', the
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certain effects (such as fear) caused in the other would

be co-extensive with the perlocutionary act. Thus the

notion of meanS-ng, according to Ricoeur, is not to be

understood in the t'namow sense" ( 19 ) of the propositional

act alone; the ill-ocutionarlz and perlocutionary elements

of discourse must be accounted for as weIl. He writes:

I am here giving the word meaning a very large
acceptation that covers all the aspects and
1evels of the intentional exteriorization which
makes the inscription of discourse possible.

(20 )

hiriting, however, is of a different nature than

speaking in Ricoeur's view; textuality is subject to
further distanciations, which go far beyond the

distanciation of the "saying in the said" in spoken

discourse. In fact, Ricoeur states, there are three

distanciations which are peculiar to writing: the

distanciation from the author's intentions, discursive

situation, and original audience.

ttFirst,tt Ricoeur writes, :

writing makes the text autonomous in rel-ation to
the intention of the author. I¡lhat the text
signifies no l-onger coincides with what the
author wanted to say...The essence of a work of
art, a literary work, or a work in general, is to
transcend its psycho-sociol-ogical conditions of
production and to be open to an unlimited
series of readir¡ES, themselves situated within
different socio-cul-tural contexts.

( 2L)

Clearly, Ricoeur maintains that the intentions of an
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author are autonomous from the author's actualized

writing. Further, there is a second distanciation referred

to in this passage: the sociological decontextualization

which occurs in writing. The written word, in this
distanciating mode, is c1aímed to be open to an I'unlímited

series of readings" from v¡ithin divergent socio-cultural-

contexts. In other words, the written does not appear to
be dependent on the sociological conditions which brought

it to the fore.

The third distanciation peculiar to written discourse,

regards the phenomenon of the addressee:

whereas the vis-a-vis is given in advance by the
colloquy itself in the dialogical situation,
written discourse is open to an audience
virtually understood as made up of whoever knows
how to read. Thus to depsychologizati-on and
desociologization through writing, we must add
the emancipation of the written material in
regard to the dialogical condition of oral
discourse, by which I mean that the relation
between writing and reading is no longer a
particular case of the relation between
speaking and hearing.

(22)

The dialogical case with spoken discourse, it is
suggested, is one which generally has a type of face-to-
face presentation, hlritten discourse, however, has a much

wider audience: those who can read (and understand) seem

to be the addressees. Thus, there are three distanciations
introduced by writing: a psychological one (with respect

to the äuthorrs intentions), a socioLogicaL one (with
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respect to those conditions which f'produced" the writing ) ,

and a dialogical one ( since the rirriter/reader relationship
is opposed to the dialogic colloquy).

Beyond the realm of the simple written word, Ricoeur

avers, one f inds the phenomenon of the text. Ìlhen

discourse is trreaf ized as a work" (23), he writes, there

are three distinctive characteristics to be found. That

is, in a text, there is totality, codification, and

configurative style (Zt+) .

Ricoeur remarks that discourse as a work can be

distinguished from ordinary writing, due to the fact Lhat

a work is a sequence l-onger than a sentence, which l-ends

itself to probÌems of comprehension apropos of "the final
and closed totality which constitutes the work as such"

( 25 ) . He is laconic on this poínt:

In this ser¡se, a text is not merely a sequence
of sentences on equal footing and separately
understandable. A text works as the first
con-text for each partial meaning. As such it
del-ineates a relativel-y cl-osed space for each
individual sentence's interpretation.

(26)

Evidently, it is argued that one cannot adequately

understand any particular sentence of a text, without the

context (given by the closed nature of the text) as a

whol-e. As Ricoeur suggests, the character of arransement,

of totality (i.e. apposition from beginning through middle

to end), makes the notion of propositional separation
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vacuous in the consideration of discourse as a work.

the second dímension of discourse as a work, is its:
(subordination) to the rules of specific kinds of
codification, which are traditíonaIIy called
"literary genres." In the same way as grammatical
and lexical rules are the required t'codes'r for
producing "messages" in the form of a sentence,
the codes which we are now considering are the
appropriate conditions for producing those
second-order units of discourse which we call- a
poem, êfI essay, a nar:rative , etc. .

(27 )

Here, Ricoeur parallels the different genres of Iiterary

articulation with the codification of language. The

productive conditions of a work, it is argued, are those

codes which lead to such emergent "units of discourse" as

essays, narratives, or poems. Ricoeur wants to stress that
the notion of genre is not to be conceived of as a species

of classification; rather, it is to be seen as a means of

production. That is, a literary genre is genetic (as

opposed to taxonomic); the mastery of a genre is the

mastery of a certain type of "competenceil which yields

practical euidelines in terms of a work's performance

(28).

The third characteristic of díscourse as a work, is
what Ricoeur calls its configurative style. The style of a

work, he states, fets the reader see it as an indj-vidual
(i.e, as peculiar):

The individuality of works of art and of
discourse is so characteristic of what is a work
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that the best examples that come to our minds to
illustrate what we call an individual are offered
by works of discourse (this poem, this play) and
by works of art (this painting, this sculpture).

(2e )

Ricoeur argues, in this passage, that some of the most

paradigmatic instances of individuality are realized in,
for instance, divergent poems or plays. And, he states,

the difference between style and genre in a work is quite

clear: genre is a 'rgenerative process" (30), whil-e the

notion of style relates to the chronologically subsequent

conditions which rule "the ínsertion of structure into an

everyday practice'r ( 3l- ) .

Ricoeur maintains that the concept of style in
discourse as a work, is "an accumulation of the two

(discursive) characteristics of event and meaning" (32);

it is only in the very form of the work that style can be

found. Further, he states that, since style tends to

individualize,:

it retroactively points to its author. Thus the
word author belongs to the stylistic...The author
is the artisan of a work of language.

( 33 )

Ricoeur, as we have seen, recognizes and acknowledges the

multiple distanciations with respect to the authorrs

intentions, original sociological conditions, and initial-
addressees. However, he does cl-ajm that the style of a

work at l-east points to its author (as opposed to simply

pointing to an author), much in the same way that a
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baroque buildine can point to its architect. Evidently,

Ricoeur does not argue that the style of a work is

inextrj-cably tied to its author; rather, he maintains that

stylistic elements indicate over distance.

hlith an understanding of Ricoeurrs characterization of

the phenomenon of the work in pIace, w€ can move to an

examination of the fifth and final mode of distanciation:
a separation whích is connected with the "worId of the

text" itself (34). This type of distanciation, he writes,:
is no longer a distanciation which affects the
relation of the discourse to its speaker, of the
writing to the writer, of the work to its
author; it is a distanciation whích crosses the
very world of the work.

(3s)

Ricoeur argues that when discourse becomes a text, the

question of reference becomes problematic. That is, there

is no J-onger a "common situation" ( 36 ) between reader and

writer (as there j-s in spoken discourse), and, the

"concrete conditions" ( 37 ) required to point something

out, are also gone.

Ricoeur's proposal, with respect to the sol-ution of

this problem, is informed and advanced by the works of
HusserL and Heidegger. The 'rabolition of first-order
reference, rr he avers, :

an abolition accomplished by fiction and poetry,
is the condition of possibility for the
liberation of a second order of reference which
reaches the world not only at the level of
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manipulable objects, but at the level Husserl
designated by the expression Lebenswelt and
Heidegger by "being-in-the-world. "

¡f 1ô \

This second order of reference, it appears, is the one

which is peculiar to the world of the work j-tseIf. That is

to sêy, Ricoeur states that what is to be interpreted in a

text is a proposed world:

a world that I might inhabit and wherein I míght
project my ownmost possibilities. This is what I
call the world of the text, the worl-d properly
belonging to this unique text.

( 3e )

Sínce the world of the text, therefore, is not the world

of conìmon, everyday languãEê, Ricoeur says that a further
distanciation comes forth: the distanciation of the real
from the work (40). Moreover, he states, fiction and

poetry'rintend being," not in the sense of eivenness (i.e.

empirícally observable reality), but in the mode of

possibility ( 41 ) ; a textually fíctional- world is thus a

possible wor1d.

It should be remarked that Ricoeur believes that the

metaphor is of no small importance to the uncovering of
possibÌe worlds, or to the phenomenon of the speech-act in
general. In his essay trMetaphor and the Main Problem of

Hermeneutics,rr Ricoeur suggests that texts speak of
possible worlds, and that "interpretation becomes the

grasping of the world*propositions opened up by the non-

ostensive references of the text'r (t+2). Metaphor, he
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argues, is a substantial contributor to overall-

interpretation, ãs it is an important local phenomenon:

The explication of metaphor as a local event in
the text contributes to the interpretation itself
of the work as a whole. lrle could say that, if the
interpretation of local metaphors is enlightened
by the interpretation of the text as a whole and
by the disentanglement of the kind of world it
proSects, then the interpretation...as a whole is
controll-ed, reciprocally, by the explication of
metaphor as a local phenomenon.

(e3)

The role of metaphor, clearly, is one of ]ocal-

explication: in a hermeneutically circular fashion, the

interpretation of local- (textual-) metaphors is informed

and supported by the interpretation of the text as a

whoIe, while the interpretation of the text as a whole is

"controlled" by the explication of the metaphors which

constitute (pars pro toto) the text. As Ricoeur writes in
The Rule of Metaphor, poetic discourse seLves speculative

discourse because it redescribes the world and can create

meaning through the second-order referent. Yet, he claims,

no discourse (metaphoric or otherwise ) is stated outside

of a "metaphorically engendered conceptual network" (t+t*);

the two poles mutually reinforce each other. Therefore, it
is quite apparent that metaphor is germane to Ricoeur's

conception of hermeneutical distanciation: metaphor,

through polysemic description and redescription, is
constitutive of ( at the local- level ) , and reveal-ed

through, the interpretation of texts.
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Distanciation, Ricoeur concludes, thus has an

undeniable jmportance wi-th respect to hermeneutÍcs and the

problematic of ontologicaf understanding. The autonomous

nature of the text, for instance,:

has a hermeneutically important consequence.
Distanciation is not the product of our
methodology and therefore is not something added
or parasitic, rather it is constitutive of the
phenomenon of the text as written (emphasis
added).

(4s )

That is to säy, distanciation is not contingent upon

methodological- considerations; it is an emergent property

of the written text. Distanciation, then, is revealed to

be not only that which understanding must conquer-- it is
also the hermeneutical condition of possible understanding

(t+6). And, since the discourse of a work is only avaiLable

in and through the work, through the dj-alectic of the

discourse-event & meaning, interpretation is evinced here

as the ttreply to the fundamental distancj-ation'r

constitutive of human objectification in discursive works,

similar to the objectifications found in an individual's
art or labor ( t*7 ) .

Ricoeur's conception of distanciation appears to be

parallel to the notion of power which we are advancing,
j-n several ways. However, it is also divergent from that
vlhich we have revealed about power, in some very important

aspects. Nevertheless, it seems to be trivial-ly the case
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that all proposed analogies faII short in some respects;

let us bring to light the similarities and differences

between power and Ricoeurian distanciation.

Ricoeur's remarks regardine style "pointing to its

author, " that stylistic el-ements indicate over distance

(48), show an initial and substantial likeness to our

notion of the gap between power-exercíser and the exercise

of power itself . itrhile the author is I'the artisan of a

work of language" (t+9), so is the power-holdine an,i power-

exercising individual a sort of artisan: his spatio-

temporal location, in what Arendt has so aptly called "the
web of human relatj-onships" (50), can sometimes be

inferred from the ripples which move away from tris

localized exercise(s) of povrer. That is to sây, an

author's style can indicate, over distance, the author

himself; an exercise of power can indj-cate, through an

examination of the resultant effects, that a power-

exerciser was present.

A second and pivotal point of similarity, is found at
Ricoeur's consideration of whether distanciation is a

contingent phenomenon. As we have seen, he states quj-te

clearly that it is not: it is not something rradded or
parasitic,rr rather, it is "constitutive of the phenomenon

of the text as written'r (51). Distanciation, therefore, is
an emergent property of (for instance) a text. Idith power,
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there is also no contingerrcy in this respect: power is, as

we have come to see, essential-ly exercised separately from

our intentions, interests, preferences, deliberations,

and what we can foresee. However, this does not mean that
power is completely autonomous from us; rather, pos¡er (in

the social,/polítical sense ) supervenes on individuals.
That is to säy, without people (to exercise power in, orr,

and throueh) there would be no exercise of political
power. Certainly, there may be exercises of power in the

mere physical sense (as articulated by Hobbes and

Russell ) , but, without any individuals, socio-political
power can not emerge. fn this sense, power is not

parasitic or contingent on humanity; it requires the

existence of indj-viduals, if it is to be made manifest.

Third, Ricoeur's notion with respect to the new

signification of the text (i.e. that it does not

necessarily accord with that which the author intended)

(52) is homol-ogous to that which we earl-ier elucidated

about power. Ricoeur acknowledges the fact that that which

a text signifies does not represent that which the author

"wanted to say" (53); in the same eräy, what a powerholder

means to do, deliberates over, and thinks that he

foresees, are not necessarily found in an exercise of
power. In this lieht, the absurdity of the notion of the

"responsibility" of the powerholder (as pêr, for instance,
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Connolly (5¿r)) is truly evinced: how can one hold another

responsible for that which is not necessarily within the

visceral bounds of what they intend, prefer, or deliberate

over?

Evidently, although these points-of-sj-milarj-ty are

helpful to our investigation into the nature of the

concept of power, there are yet some important differences

between power and Ricoeurian distanciation, which must be

addressed. First, we real-ize that Ricoeur's notion of

distanciation is salient to different realms: the ora1,

the written, and the textual. The fifth distanciation
the distanciation of tlre real from the work-- is peculiar

to the text aIone. A text, it appears, embodj-es all of the

five distanciations discussed, whereas oral discourse, in
contrast, often involves only the distanci-ation of t'the

saying in the said" (55). Power, it would seem, does not

have such different and clearly delineated spheres:

instead, it permeates and works through all realms,

without admitting of degrees vis-l-vis the interstj-ce

between its exercise, and our intentions/interests /etc..
fn other words, while there are different degrees of

distanciation in Ricoeurrs conceptual scheme, there is one

set of "distanciations'r found in an examination of power,

which does not seem to admit to degrees of any sort,

Secondly, and most importantly, the distanciations
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suggested by Ricoeur are distanciations from what lras,

whereas the gap between exercises of power and individual
intention,/interest/eLc.. is one which is never initially
cÌosed. Ricoeur discusses that which understanding must

conguer through interpretation: a regaining of authorial

intention, the discursive situation, the original
audience, and a coalescence of real and textual worlds.

Part of ontol-ogical understanding, theref ore, invol-ves

bridging the gaps which opened up in and through the

authorrs act of writing. In this wèy, the condition of

distanciation ís further differ'ent from the chasm betweerr

power and intentions,/interests / etc. : hermeneutics seeks

(in part) to cl-ose the distance between interpreter and

authorial- intent, a condition which necessarily was,

whereas the powerholder attempts to exercise power in
accordance with (for instance) that which he intends,

which is an interstice that is not necessarily ever

brideed, The interpreter, therefore, in part seeks a

return to that from which the text was removed; the

powerholder attempts to alien his exercises of power with
those personal elements which vrere never part of the

manif est power itsel-f .

Finally, Ricoeurian distanciation is distinguished from

power in that the text is seen to be "the paradigm of the

distanciation of all communication" ( s6 ) . !ühile the text
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is tt¡e perfect case of distanciation, the dialogical
situation would appear to be, èt first glance, the

paradigm of the exercise of power, Most exercises of
power, that is, seem to be found i-n day-to-day oral
discourse; thus, while Ricoeurian distanciation is most

fully realized in the phenomenon of the text, the
phenomenon of political power would seem to be most

commonly and truly actualized in other spheres, such as

the oral,/dialoeic realm.

Ricoeur's conception of di-stanciation, then, has aided

our investigation: it has proven useful in our attempt to
bring power into f ocus, both by helping to show what po\.rer

is, and what power is not. Just like the pentapartite

distancj-atj-on that Ricoeur suggests is found in
textuality, there are the five elements of interests,
intentíons, deli-berations, preferenees, and that which an

individual can foresee, which are distinct from poweï

itself. Furthermore, in a mode similar to Ricoeurian

distanciation, power can have an indicative
characteristic, it is necessarily anchored to its base

(individuals), and it is often not exercised in accordance

with what a powerhorder deliberates over, means to do, and

thinks that he can forsee. unlike Ricoeur's notion, power

is not different in different realms, it does not

exemplify a type of 'freturnt' to what was originally the
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case (i,e. a re-ioining of power with

intentions,/interests,/etc. ), and it is not typically and

paradj-gmatically found in such embodiments as texts;

rather, power seems to be much more commonly exercised

through oraL discourse.

Our investigation, then, has Ied us to a pivotal point:

we have, through our examination of more modern

conceptions of power, discerned that the character of

power is remarkably similar to Ricoeur's concept of

distanciation in important ways. T¡üe have also advanced our

inquiry, evidently, by bringing to light that which power

is not; it is not, for instance, different in the realms

of speech and r+riting, nor is it aptly characterized by a

"Teturrr" to a previous condition, regarding individual

interests,/intentions,/etc. . Let us now construct a schema

of power, keeping all of the above conceïns in mind, which

does not place undue restrictions on the breadth of power,

and grasps it in j-ts very essence.
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CHAPTER STX: A NETI SCHETVIA OF POTIIER

To properly grasp the concept of power, wê have

learned, one must not place undue limitations on that

which it can properl-y be said to subsume. An individual 's
interests, it is clear, are contingentl-y related to power:

they are not necessarily served or abused in its exercise.

It is the same case wíth the intentions of A: a salient
power-relation can be shown, as 'hte have seen, wherein A's

intentions are not realized in the least. Furthermore, the

situation remains the same apropos of that which A can

foresee, that which A prefers, and that which A

deliberates over.

In our discussiorr of essential contestability, we

proposed to put forth a conception of power that was, if

not uncontestable, at least less contestable than the

rest. It was also argued that the concept of power is a

socio-political concept which is not remarkably normative

(i.e. that it is no more normative than more "trivial"
concepts like "tab1e" ); that is to sãy, that the concept

of power does not have what Gallie ca1ls a I'normative

criterion" (1), and it does not necessarily tie the

powerholder to some notion of ttresponsibility,tt as

Connolly claims (2). Let us now unveíI our schema, and

reveal a conceptualization of power which acknowledges and

accommodates that which our investigation has brought to
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1ieht.

The schema can be stated as follows:

POIIIER IS: A's ability to cause B to believe, oI
not-beIieve, OR perform, or not-perform (respectively)
some concept or action.

The nature of "or," in the schema, ís disjunctive: if

any one or more of B's believing,/not-believing, ot

performing/not-performing (respectivel-y) concepts or

actions is satisfied, as caused by A, then A is said to

have exercised power. That is to säy, if A causes B to
(for example) perform an action, A can be said to have

exercised power. However, if A also causes B to believe oï

not-belíeve something in the process, A will- still
(obviously) be said to have exercised power: it is only

the degree of power which can be said to change. Thus, if

B satisfies any one or more of the following conditions:

t1l bel-ieving a concept l2l not-believing a concept t3l
performing an action t/*l not-performing an action, as

caused by A, A can be saj-d to have exercised power with

respect to B.

Evidently, the nature of the notion of 'rbelieving a

concept," is not al-together difficult to decipher. Nor is
it the case that the idea of A causing B to "perform an

actj-onil is ver)¡ abstruse. However, the concepts of "not-
belief" and 'rnot-performtt require explication, as they are
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heretofore unknown in any academic sphere'

Let us begin with 'rbelief . " It is proposed that if A

causes B to believe a concept, then A exercises PoweÏ'.

Such a consideration captures and accommodates a wide

range of socio-political phenomena: for instance, consider

an orator at a public rally. The orator rants and raves

about how great his political party happens to be, and

many people listen. As is often the case, some People who

attend the ra1ly will be tal,,en by the orator's style and

message; some people wiII be unimPressed or even repulsed'

However, the orator exercises power, if only a little'

with respect to all those who listen, hear, and, as a

result, believe some new concept or idea. If the orator

(A) is addressing the crowd about Lris glorious communist

party, he will attempt to svTay as many people as possible

toward his end: an accePtance of his Party as benevolent,

fruitful, and worth supporting. Those who the orator

causes to believe such a thing (or things), are affected

in such a way that we can clearly say that they have

undergone an exercj-se of Power: the orator (A) has

exercised power over the attendant individual (B) ' when he

causes them to believe that his party is, for instance,

the ttone for them. "

However, power (as we have seen) does not appear to

only work in this fashion; that is, it does not only work
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in accordance with that which A intends. fn this example,

A intends to cause B to believe that his particular party

is the most benevolent, fruitful, and worth suPporting.

tlith respect to some individuals, A wil] do exactly this:

he will cause them to believe that which he intends (and

prefers, and which may be in his interests). Yet, the

orator exercises power when he causes an individual to

bel,ieve exactly the opposite as welI. That is, when the

orator causes an indívidual to believe that his communist

party is not the one for them, he also exercises power.

Consider a different B in the crowd: B listens to the

orator's exuberant speech, and is thereby rePulsed. The

orator, A, causes B to believe exactly that which A would

rather he did not; B believes that A's communist party is

malevolent, fruitless, and not worth supPorting at aII.

T,rlhen A causes B to believe such a concept (or concepts),

A can properly be said to have exercised power.

Thus, in our example of the orator, we can say that the

idea of "A causing B to believe a concept" is satisfied

both in the positive (i.e. that which A intends,/Prefers/

etc. ) and in the negative (i.e. that which A does not

intend/prefer/etc. ) sense. hlith respect to our example of

the orator, then, w€ can delineate two politically salient

modes of belief which are the conceptuaf results of A's

oration, and happen to be diametrically opposed to each
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other:

l1-l The oratorfs communist party is benevolent,
fruitful, and worth supporting.

lzJ The orator's communist party is malevolent,
fruitless, and not worth supporting.

It mieht appear as though we have exhausted all of our

doxastic options under the heading of "belief"; if a

proposition such as "The National Socialist party is not

the one for me" is considered to be a "belief," then what

is a "not-bel-ief?r' Not-beliefs, while havíng a deceptive

and more obscure character, actually appear to be quite

common in the socio-political realm, âs they are made

manifest in the ordinary phenomena of obfuscation,

confusion, and indecision.

Our example of the orator and the public ral1y serves

well to yield an understanding of what is meant by "not-
belief ." Consider B, j-n the crowd, who believes (for

example) that the democratÍc party is the party which is
the best for him. B listens to the orator (A) exalt the

wonders of the communist party, and becomes confused: he

no longer knows what he believes. Before the rally, B was

a card-carrying democrat; after the orator finishes his
speech, B no longer knows whether he likes the democratic
party or the communist party. Such is the conìmon

phenomenon of the not-belief: A causes B to become
.\confusecl vis-Ë¡-vis some concept (e.e. whether the orator's
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political party is better for B), such that where B used

to have a specifj-c belief, there is instead obfuscation,

and indecisiveness with regard to what to bel-ieve.

In the doxastic sphere of concepts, then, w€ can say

that power is exercised in two modes. First, when A causes

B to believe a concept, A can be said to have exercised

power. Second, when A causes B to become confused (not an

uncommon occurrence) regarding some concept, where B was

formerly of a belief, power can also be said to have been

exercised by A.

In our schema, there is also the realm of action which

we must descant. Like the doxastic sphere of beliefs and

not-beliefs, the behavi-oral realm is divided into two

zones: actions performed and not-performed. trÏhen A causes

B to perform an action, we can say that A exercises power.

And, when A causes B to not-perforsn an action, wê can also

safely say that power is exercised by A. To explicate the

notion of performing an action, let us consider the

f ol-lowing exampl-e: a beaten and disgruntled general

refuses to sign a treaty. The dignitaries and officials

from the opposing army te1l him that he must sign the

document on pain of death, but the general refuses; he is
proud and honorable, and he knows that if he signs the

treaty, the citizens of his country will be put to death.

The officj-a1s of the opposing army attempt to give him
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reasons why he should simply sign the document, but the

general is adamant: nothine wil] change his mind. so, one

of the opposing officials grabs the general's hand and

forces him to sign the document, while the general glares

unyieldingly at the grouP.

In this example the official (A) exercises power

regarding the general (B), by causing hjm to perform an

action, viz, the unconsensual and forced signing of the

document. Whrile the officials attempted to give the

general reasons why he should sign the treaty, that is to

säy, although they attempted to cause hjm to belíeve that

signing was a good thing, they were ur¡successful. Here, A

causes B to perform an action, which is in fact in

accordance with that which A intends (but, obviously, does

not have to be), and whieh may or may not yield results

that are in A's interests.

Not-performing an action, is that which occurs when A

restrains or prevents B from doing something. lle can say

that A exercises power with respect to B, when A causes B

to not-perform some action, such as attacking a political

official, voting at a particular station, or running amok

in some parliament buildings. To illustrate what is meant

by the notion of "not-performing' an action, let us

consider the folLowing scenario: a group of dissident

protesters prepares to storm a parliament building. A
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n1¡¡nber of police officers, sensing that the group is ready

to rush the govelffrìent of f ices, organize themselves into a

human barricade. The protesters start to rush the

buildíng, but are physically stopped by the police- Here,

A (the police officer(s)) exercises power regarding B (the

protester(s)), by causing B to not-perform the storming of

the parliament building.

Ctearly, just as we saw with the realm of beliefs, the

realm of action has a positive and negative division' The

performance of an action by B, as caused by A, amounts to

an exercise of power, as does the not-performance of an

action by B, as caused by A.

At this point, let us examine the problematic of

degrees of power: to what extent, in an exercise of powel,

can we safely say that more or less power has been

exercised? It may be apparent that in distinguishing

between power in the active and doxastic reaLms, that we

incorporated examples which did not particularly join or

foment the realms of action and belief. That is to sâY, in

our explication of the notions of belief & not-belief, we

saw that an exercise of power takes place when, for

instance, ârr orator causes an individual to believe a

concept or to be come confused with respect to some idea.

However, w€ did not suggest that the individual (B) in the

example need act on this new concept or confusion.
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Furthermore, in our examples of performing & not-

performing an action, one notices that the examples used

to illustrate this sort of an exercise of power did not

involve any couesponding alteration of B's beliefs. In

the example of the general, w€ see how he was adamant

about not signing the document: the opposing officials, A,

exercised power r^Iith respect to the general , B, without

changing the content or structure of his beliefs (i.e, by

causing him to believe a concept, or to become uncl-ear/

confused,/indecisive,/obfuscated) whatsoever. The sarne holds

true for the instance of the protesters storming the

parliament buildings: the police (A) caused the protesters

to not-perform an action (that is, they prevented the

protesters from doing that whích they would have done ) by

forming a human barricade. Here again, no mention is made

of any homol-ogous doxastic change in B; the protesters

still believe, as they are restrained, that the parliament

buildine should be stormed. In other words, and simply,

our examples have shown how power can specificallv and

particularlv be exercised in each of the four specific

zones of: belief, not-belief, performance, and not-

performance.

When we consider the effectiveness of power in these

particular zones alone, however, and when we ponder the

viability of the conibination of the spheres of action and
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belief in an exercise of power, the contours of power

clearl-y come into focus. If the orator, in our example, is

able to cause an individual to believe that "the communist

party is the one for me," we have said that the orator

exercises power vis-à-vis this individual. ff, however,

all that the orator manages to cause is this simple and

meager belief of a concept, and he causes no according

performative actions in B, then we woul-d say that not

much power has been exercised at all. Consider the

individual in the crowd who listens to the orator exalt
his politica] party. The individual, let us sây, after

hearing the orator, believes that "the orator's communist

party is the one for me." Tf, however, the individual
leaves the rally with this new concept in mind, and never

acts upon it (i.e. the mere new concept does not change

his discursive practices, voting behavior, etc. ), then, it
would appear, very little power has been exercised. It is
the same way with not-beliefs alone: if B becomes confused

about which party is the best for him, yet B, a purported

democrat, never votes or discusses politics anyway, then

we can say that the amount of power exercised by the

orator regarding B is minimal.

The situation is similar in a consideration of the

sphere of action. If A causes B orrly to perform an action
(e.9. the general ), but does not cause any corresponding
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belief or confusion of a belief in B, A can again be said

to exercise a small amount of power. Tn the scenario with

the general, w€ see how the general adamantly refuses to

acquiesce to the wishes of his captors: he is not caused

to belíeve any concept, nor does he become confused. !ühile

an opposing official does force hi¡n to sign the treaty,

nothing else is caused by A. The case is the sarne with the

instance of the protestors: they are physically stopped

from rushing the government offices, yet, in causing B to

not-perform sueh an action, A achieves nothing else: the

protestors are still angry, directed, and unconfused--

they maintain their desire to storm the building.

It would appear to be the case that the sphere of

action, when measured against the realm of belief, is in

itself a sphere which, when considered by itself (and not

as coalesced with belief,/not-belief ) is sliehtly more

effective for the exercise of power. That is to säy, when

A causes B onÌy to believe a concept, A seems to exercise

slightly less power than when he causes B only to perform

an action. The difference, it appears, is that when A

causes B only to believe (or not-believe) a concept, he

does almost nothing; when A causes B only to perform (or

not-perform) an action, he at l-east does something.

The realm of action, furthermore,

consideration regarding its greater

has an added

ef f ectiveness ,ris -à-
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vis exercises of power: the phenomenon of death. In the

zone of not-performance, A's ultimate exercise of power is

the killing of B; when B is kilIed, he can (obviously)

perform no further actions. And, it is quíte evident that

A can kill B, without affecting the zones of belief/not-

belief . If an assassin (A) snipes a pol-itical official- (B)

who ís completely unaware of any danger, then A can

properly be said to have caused B to not-perform any

further actions. However, A has not caused B to believe

any new concept, nor has he caused any not-belief (which

we characterized as confusion/obfuscation,/indecision/eLc. )

in B. It is trr:e that A, in killing B, extinguishes B's

doxastic sphere, Lenski, in his work Power and Privileee,

argues that the ability to take a person's life is in fact

the "most effective form of power" (3), since, he states,

"more men will- respond more readily to the threat of the

use of force than to any otherr' ( l* ) . Although this may or

may not empirically be the case, w€ would point out that

a threat of force is something which is delivered and

maintained in the realm of belief (and not just in the

sphere of action alone). Nevertheless, Lenski's point--

that death is an important consideration regarding an

exercise of power-- is well-taken. The realm of action, wê

can safely say, is in itself slightly more effective than

the realm of belief in terms of exercising power: when A

causes B only to beLieve,/not-believe a concept, A does not
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do very much. However, when A causes B to perform/not-

perform an action, A at least does something. And, in the

zone of not-performance, it is possible for A to cause a

rather substantial effect whích is the ultimate and global

not-performance: A can kill B.

[¡Ihen the realms of action and belief are both affected,

in an exercise of power, then we can say that a

substantial exercise of power has taken place. That is,

when A causes B to, for instance, both believe a concept

and perform an action, A can ]ikeLy be said to have

exercised a significant amount of power. Sjmil-arlY, if A

causes B to not-believe a concept, and thereby to not-

perform an action, A exercises much more power than if he

merely caused some effect in either the doxastic or the

active real-m alone. In fact, there are several possible

combj-nations regarding the combination of the spheres of

belief and action (evidently); when A exercises power i-n

both realms, then a substantial exercise has taken place.

If we consider our past example of the party feader j-n

conference with the officials from his supporting groups,

we see how this is the case: the party leader (A), in

talking to the several group leaders around the table (B),

causes them both to believe that they should tell their
people to vote for Jones, and to perform the according

action. CLearly, this sort of an exercise of power is much
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more effective than the type of power exercised irr only

one of the two spheres. hie can, thus, give a rough general

comparison between the effectiveness of exercises of

powers in the active and doxastic spheres:

beliefs ( actions (( beliefs & aeti-ons

That is, that exercises of power located onl-y in the

sphere of action ( and its zones of perf ormance,/not-

performance) are usually greater than exercises of power

situated only in the sphere of belief (and its zones of

belief,/not-belief). Exercises of power which coalesce the

active and doxastic rea]ms, however, are generally much

more effective than those exercises found in one reaLm in
particular.

Of course, althoueh the term f'effective" is

incorporated in our explication of the schema, we do not

necessarily mean effective wj-th respect to what is

intended, foreseen, deliberated over, prefemed, or in the

power-exerciserts interests. For, as v¡e have seen, these

elements are contj-ngently related to exercises of power;

rf ef fectiv€, " evidently, in the context of an t'ef f ective

exercise of power, " is more of a rough quantitative

notion, such that an "effective exercise of power" is one

which has a large magnitude with respect to the effect(s)
produced. Whether the effects caused by A accord with his
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intentions/interests/eLc., is another matter altogether'.

Our conception of causal-ity, too, is of no smal_I

importance to our schema. lrle do not, obviousry, restrict
causes to actual events (i-.e. occurrences, happenings,

overt behaviors) as do, for instarrce, some poriticar
scientists such as Lasswell- and Kaplan ( 5 ) . That is, ere

do not purport to a Hobbesian billiard-ball sort of
causal-ity, at all times. rt is true that, in consi-dering

the active sphere alone, with its zones of performance and

not-performance, our notion of causality is of this sort.
There are exercises of power, such as was seen ín our

example of the police bamicade, that are nothing more

than A causing B to not-perform (or perform) an action,
much in the way that billiard balls behave. I¡Ihenever the
sphere of berief is involved, however, we can not simpry

apply such a mechanístic notion of "cause"; it is not
crear, in an exercise of power whicLr, for exampre, causes

B to not-believe some concept, that any overt behavior is
ever affected. Furthermore, âs Bachrach & Baratz have

argued, the 'torganizing out" (6) of issues, a phenomenon

that can occur unconsciousry, is indeed an exercise of
power as is B's unconsci-ous adopting of A's ways of 1ife,
as suggested by Partridge (T). [rlhen A, in this sort of
instance, keeps B out of the political arena, by causing
(or by having caused) him to believe that (for example) he
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simply can not and will not be able to vote, power is

exercised. A strictly mechanístic notion of causality,

however, would not be able to accommodate such a real and

serious scenario: no overt behavior is changed. As Ball

argues in "Power, Causation & Expl-anation, " not only
treventstt figure as causes; such non-tteventst' aS

ttdispositions, attitudes, standing conditions, processes,

etc.r'can and do figure as modes of causality both in our

everyday discourse and in the natural and social sciences

as wel-l (B).

Furthermore, it should be noted that poweL is not

always exercised directly between humans. That is,

although we can say that power is Ats ability to cause

effects in the active and doxastic spheres, the vehicles

of causation are not always directly interpersonal.

Consider our example of the orator: althoueh his gestures

are visible to most of the crowd, his voice is (]et us

say) amplified by a sound-system; yet, he still exercises

power. hÏe can also conceive of real and significant

exercises of power, such as Churchill's radio addresses,

which were completely mediated through a physieal mode

(the radio), And, as perhaps the best example, consider

the propagandist's poster which defj-l-es an 'renemy": it can

cause individual-s to believe such concepts as "the enemy

is not human, " and can ]ikewise incite them to perform
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such actions as joining the army, buying war bonds, etc..

However, it is clearly not the poster per se that

exercises power; rather, the poster merely (but

importantly) mediates the power exercised by the "artist. "

In this $rây, we see, power is further analogous to

Ricoeur's notion of distanciation: it is often effectJ-ve1y

exercised remotely.

It is also important to descant our notion of

"ability," as it is found in the schema. By arguing that
power is arr "ability, " we do not necessarily propose that

it is something which an individual deliberates over or

pref ers . As we have seen, such corûrnon and important

phenomena as the non-conscious shaping of t'prefererrcesrl

[as discussed by Bachrach & Baratz (9)] are quite clearly

exercises of power, Rather, to say that power is A's
I'ability" to cause something in B, is to say that it is,

as Maclver notes, a "relational capacity" (10) vis-à-vis A

and B. In this light the distinction between manifest and

latent power is much more cIear. Latent power is an

individualrs rrpresent means" (as Hobbes states (11)) to
cause an effect in the active or doxastic spheres of

another, which is an essentially universal ability.
Manifest power is the actualized causing of some

combination of: belief of a concept, not-belief of a

concept, performance of an action, or not-performance of
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an action, by A in B.

Further, the questíon of whether A or B can be a group

becomes apparent in the examination of our schema. If all

of the members of a group have the same ability with

respect to an individual (B), then we can say that the

group (A), has power. ff one individual (A) has an ability

regarding a group of people, sre can say that (A) has power

vis-a-vis the group (B). This point is not especially
problematj-c: if , for example, a committee of congressmerl

inquire into an individual's behavior, they Rãy, as a
group, ultimately destroy the person's character and

constitution. As a group, they have and exercise power

regarding the person. If, as well, a judge passes sentence

on a group of conspirators, Vrê can safely say that the

judge (A) exercises power over tLre group (B), as a whole.

One might remark, êt this poínt, that our schema of

power is very close to the notion of power proffered by

Foucault. Althoueh the conception of posrer that we are

advancing j-s in several ways anal-ogous to Foucault's

notion of power, it is also significantly different as

wel-I, For, while Foucault is excellent with respect to,
for instance, the way in which po$rer is not acquired,

not exterior to the individual, and not made manifest in
a sovereign, he is not as penetrating or incisive

apropos of the guestion of intentionality, and whether
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power is necessarily tied to discourse.

In The Historv of Sexualitv, Vo1. 1, Foucault begins

his second chapter, 'rMethod,tr with some keen insight into

the rel-ational nature of power:

The omnipresence of power: not because it has
the privilege of consolidating everything under
its invincibLe unity, but because it is produced
from one moment to the next, àt every point, or
rather in relation from one point to another.
Power is everywhere; not because it embraces
everlzthing, but because it comes from everywhere.

(t2)

Foucault's observations, here, accord with our owrr: there

is a ubiquity of power, s5-nce it is in continuous and

widespreacl production. Clearly, in the explic.ation of our

schematic conceptualization of power, w€ have acknowledged

that even A's causj-ng B to simply believe a concept is an

exercise of power. Since such a phenomenon frequently and

regularly occurs in, most commonly, discursive practices

(e.g. speech and communj-cation), we would agree with

Foucault that power does essentially ttcome from

ever.jry¡herê , tt and is ttomnipresent. tt

Further, in the saÌne volume of The Historv of

Sexualitv, Foucaul-t argues that power is rrnot something

that is aequired, seized, or shared" ( 13 ) , and that it is
not somethine which is in a rrposition of exteriority" to

the indívidual (14). Rather, he maintains, power is
immanent in, f or instance , ttknowl edge relationships ,
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economic processes, (and) sexual relations.rr That is,

pov7er relations play a directly productive role in socio-

political occurrences ( 15 ) .

while Foucault's characterization of power, as we find

it in voI. 1 of The Historv of sexualitv, does indeed

appear to be very amenable to our own in these respects'

there is an important point of divergenee to be found in

this work, as well. Foucault maintains that pov¡eI' is

alwayS exercised with ttaims , tt ttob j ectives ' 
tt and tttactics " :

Power relations are both intentional and
nonsubjective' ' 'they are imbued, through and
through, with calculation: there is no power
that is exercised without a series of ai¡ns and
objectives (emPhasis added) .

(16)

The notions of "cal-culation" and "objective," as described

in the passage, show a clear demarcation between our

notion of Power and Foucault's: we have acknowl-edged that

power is in fact often exercised exactly as Bachrach &

Baratz have suggested-- unconsciously, and outside of that

which Oppenhejm has ca]led "deliberation" (!7 ) . Foucault

does explain himself , maintaining that whil-e power 5-s

exercised in the fashion suggested above, it does not mean

that it results from the "choice or decision of an

individual subject" (18): power, he states, does not have

a rational headquarters; rather, it is best characterized

by trexplicit" and "perfectly c]ear" local tactics which

have often had neither a specific inventor' nor a
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particular formulator ( 19 ) ' Gilles Deleuze, in

conversation with Foucaul-t las found in the essay

"fntellectuals and Power" ( 20 ) l , gives a pithy version of

Foucault's notion:

lrlho speaks and acts? It is alwaYs a
mul-tiplicity, even within the Person who speaks
and acts. AI1 of us are "groupuscules.'r (27)

FoucauLt's position, then, is that power is codified

and dírected in localj-zeð, tactics; however, it is not

'rpresided over" by some specific and rational sovereign

which controls its use (e.g. a state, a subject). Rather,

it is a segmented and (as he writes in ilTheatrum

Philosophicum" ) "dispersed multipl-icity" (22) to which

this notion of intentionality applies. Furthermore, in his

essay "Disciplinary Power and Subjection" (23), Foucault

proposes that the individual is in fact one of the "prime

effects" (2t+) of power, that "the individual which power

has constituteC is at the sarne time its vehicle" {25).

This latter consideration is not a point with which we

will take issue; it appears to be guite trivialLy true

that the continuous and diversified exercises of power

which we encounter, do affect ourselves (i.e our beliefs,

attitudes, and bodies ) .

Nevertheless, in evincing the correspondence between

Foucaultfs eloquent conception of power and our own, our'
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notion of what power is still proves to be importantly

distinct: we argue, in a vein similar to Bachrach &

Baratz, that power is only contingently related to such

considerations as tttactics,tt ttstrategies, " and t'aimstt (26)

Rather, w€ maintain, power is often exercised by an

(arguabl-y segmented) individual outside of any sort of

calculations or deliberation, and that the Problem of

power, truly, is how to align that which we j-ntend,

prefer, and find in our interests, with our actual

exercises of power.

Foucault's conception of power, wÊ see, does indeed

have a further point of strength. In "Truth and Power, I'

he argues that power is not necessarily repressive; that

it is not, as we elucidated with respect to Lukesr and

Connolly's positions, always exercised against the

interests of one or another, He writes:

In defining the effects of power as repression,
one adopts a purely juridical conception of
such power; one identifies povrer with a law
which says no; power is taken above all as
camying the force of a prohibition. Now I
believe that this is a wholly negative,
skeletal conception of por.Ier, one which has
been curiousl-y widespread. . .!ühat makes power
hold good...is simply the fact that it doesnrt
only weigh on us as a force that says no, but
that it traverses and produces things, it
induces pleasure, fotms knowledge, produces
discourse. ft needs to be considered as a
productive network that runs through the whole
social body, much more than as a negative
instance whose function is repression,

(27 )
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In other words, power is argued to be a widespread and

productive phenomenon: it does not simply "repress" or

prohibit"; it produces knowledge, discourse, and pl-easure.

In this wãy, evidently, to conceive of power as something

which holds an individual down, ot represses them, is
not to adequately grasp the purview of power. Power is,
Foucault avers (and, as we have argued), not merely

something which prevents knowledge, violates interests,
and induces displeasure in and through its exercise,

There i-s a final distinction between Foucault?s notion

of power and our ovrn, apropos of the questiorr of the

sal-ience of the discursive real-m. Foucault appears to

argue, in "Disciplinary Power and Subjection," that povrer

is only exercised in and through so-cal-led philosophieal

discourse. He states that there is a "triangle" which

forms between "power, right, and truth, " and that there

can be no possible exercise of power rrwithout a certain

economy of discourses of truth" which is seen by him to
operate in a productive, circulative, and accumulative

fashion (28). That is to säy, Foucaul-t seems to argue

that discourse is a necessary criterj-on with respect to
an exercise of power, since, he believes, relationships
of power "cannot themselves be establishedf' without the

required element of discourse.

Although, with reference to our conception and schema
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of power, we might agree that many if not most exercises

of power take place in and through the presence of

discourse, we would point out that some exercises of power

do not reguire the discursive space, specifically, in the

cases of some exercises of power whj-ch are located only in

the zones of performance and not-performance, Let us

consider the following historical example: a colonial-ist

Field Marshall conquers a native army, and attempts to

"persuade" its leader to sign a document stating that

his people submit themselves to colonial ru1e. However,

the native l-eader can not speak the language of the

colonial-ists, and, as a result, the flustered field

Marshall forces a signature of sorts from the native

leader. In such a scenario, there is essentially no

discursj-ve element present in the relational exercise of

power: the two individuals-in-question do not engage in

meaningful discourse. Yet, quite cIearly, the Marshall

exercises power with respect to the leader: he makes the

l-eader sign a document, that is, to perform an action.

The unnecessary nature of discourse regarding exercises

of power, is further elucidated in actual examples of A

causing B to not-perform an action. Consider, for

ínstance, the fo]lowing scenario which has been actualized

a rather large number of tjmes in history: a group of

foreign soldiers gathers together a number of happy and
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ignorant people who are quite oblivious to the nature of

the soldiers weapons (having, sây, never seen any such

weapons before). The people speak a l-anguage which is
thoroughly distinct from that of the soldiers. ff the

sol-diers suddenly execute them all, we would have to say

that A exercises power regarding B: the soldiers, in
killing the people, cause them to not-perform any more

actions. And, we would likely agree that the discursive

realm is not incorporated in this exercise of power at

all: the trusting people, unar,Tare of any danger, can not

communicate with the soldiers. Thus, it would appear as

though at l-east some rather significant phenomena, as

are caused an the zones of performance and not-

performance, take place without the element of discourse

that Foucault claims is necessary.

What, then, of power? Our investigation has lead us

to some chary conclusions. Of the schematic

characterizations of power that we have seen, many have

proven to be too narrow and restrictive: some attempt to
delimit the realm of posier in terms of the individual
interests of those who exercise power or undergo its
effects. Others have proffered conceptions which

incorporate the íntentions of A, or that whj-ch A prefers,

can foresee, deiiberates over, etc.. Unfortunatel-y, we

seem to have determined that a1l such schemas are too
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narrow; they cannot account for some ostensive and

apparent exercises of power, such as the one exemplifj-ed

in our scenario with the demagogue and his group leaders.

ft would appear to be the case that a schema which truly
grasps posrer in its essence, and which is comprehensive,

is the one which is cast in terms of the spheres of belief

and action, and is further divided into zones of belief &

not-belief , performance & not-performance.

lrle have seen how power is, as many writers have

suggested, ubiquitous; however, j-t is also quite neutral--

that is, power does not necessarily favor anyone. An

exercise of power can backfire upon an individual,
essentially countermanding both that which the person

intends to do, and that which is j-n their interest. In

such a light, it appears quite clear that the notion of

responsibility proposed by some theorists (e.9. Connolly)

is quite unreasonable: it seems to be absurd to hold an

individual responsibl-e for that which operates outside of

their intentions, preferences, deliberations, what they

can foresee, and even their own interests, lruly, these

visceral- and "human't considerations are, ironically,

contingently reLated to exercises of socio-political
power: they are sometimes there, but they do not have to

be present.

Furthermore, power is reveal-ed to be an essentially
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contested concept; yet, it is not for any sort of

normative reason or criterion. Rather, power is most truly

captured in a non-normative schema, whích acknowledges its

ubiquitous yet neutral nature. As a concept, we have

stated, power is essentially contestable due to its

complex essence. However, we have seen how this by no

means indicates that the notion of degrees of

contestability is not viable. Vrlhat we have attempted to

do, and, ít would seem, have succeeded in doing, is to

conduct an investigation into the nature of power, so as

to ultimately construct a schema which is less contestable

than the rest. And, it is clear, we have eschewed the

normatíve considerations of, for instance, how power

"should be used" as much as is possible: we have

used no explicitl-y normative terms in the construction

of our schema, and we have not, in the explication of our

schema, argued that some uses of power are t'better" or
trworsett than others, or that some power-exercisers are

deserving of praise or blame; in fact, wê have

explicitly maintained that power itself is a neutral-

concept. How poerer shouLd be used, w€ will sdy, is a

matter whj-ch can take place after one knows what it is;

if we are any closer to knowledge of what power is,
perhaps we can proceed to an investigation of how it is
best accommodated.
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The theorist, it comes clear, who most closely

approxjmates our notion of power, is Foucault. His

exceptionally i-nsightful remarks regarding the ubiquity

and omnipresence of power, and the consideration of how

power is neither acquired nor purely exterior to the

individual, portray his genius. Further, that power is

not necessarily repressive, and that it is productive of

individuals, are two ideas whích our schema accommodates,

and with wlrich we agree. However, we diverge from Foucault

on two crucial- points: first, with respect to his idea of

calculation; he rnaintains that all power is characterized

by tactics, strategies, and aims, ât the nonsubjective

level, Aside from the fact that, for instance, tactícs,

aims, and strategies all appear to be notions which

require conscious consideration (and therefore, a

fortiori, a eognizant, thinking subject), we have seen how

some germane and effective exercises of power are

actualized unconsciously. Second, wê do not agree with

Foucaul-t apropos of the question of whether discourse is

required for all exercises of power; there are,

apparently, some rather significant exercises of power in

the zone of not-performance, which do not seem to embody

discourse of any sort.

The notion of Ricoeurian distanciation, finaIIy, is

withouÈ question one which is of immeasurable importance
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to our conception of power, Ricoeur's five modes of

distanciation, real-ized in the phenomenon of the text,

correspond well with the five human considerations of

intention, interest, deliberation, preference, and

foreseeability which we have argued to be separated from

power by a wide interstice. Tn a parallel fashion, the

five distanciations of the text are in an important way

indicative of the human condition: although we are

existentially required for the exercise of socio-political
power, power is yet exercised in a way which is apart from

us.

Furthermore, and finally, Ricoeur maintains that

distanciation is both the precondition and problem of

understanding, and that distanciation is that which

understanding must overcome, to achieve, in part, ârr

understandj-ng of the conditions that were. However, vre

real-ize that, ãs individuals in the world, ours ís not a

struggle to return to that which vras; rather, w€ must

attempt to live in a realm where our most meaningful human

considerations--our intentions, interests, and

preferences-- are merely contingently related to the

constitutive and permeating phenomenon of power,
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